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ABSTRACT
Composite materials are increasingly used in aerospace industries as primary
structure because of their low weight, high strength and stiffness, as well as resistance to
corrosion. Adhesively bonded joints are one of the best options for joining composite
materials. However, adhesive bonds are subject to damage such as adhesive defects, e.g.
disbonds, and cohesive defects, e.g. porosity. Ultrasonic guided wave techniques are
regarded as promising methods for bond condition inspection. Ultrasonic guided waves
can travel long distances without too much attenuation. The large number of propagating
modes that correspond to different displacement distributions provides the possibility to
characterize different types of defects. Adhesive defects are the focus of this thesis.
The objective of this thesis is to extend recent research on inspection of isotropic
adhesive bonds to composite adhesive bonds. The mode conversion that occurs at
waveguide transitions will be studied. Analysis methods that are similar to those used
with isotropic materials are employed and their performance will be evaluated. The
similarities and differences when selecting effective modes for inspection of isotropic and
anisotropic materials will be studied.
Challenges associated with inspection of bonded region can be summarized as
finding a mode sensitive to adhesive defects and successfully exciting that mode. Mode
selection takes both of these aspects into consideration.
A simplified skin-stringer system is considered. Both skin and stringer are carbon
fiber reinforced polymer with a [0/45/90/-45]S2 stacking sequence. Dispersion analysis is
conducted on skin and bonded region waveguides. A wave structure based method gives
the candidate modes and frequencies that are sensitive to adhesive defects. Wave
structure matching and the normal mode expansion method are utilized to study the mode
conversion at waveguide transitions. Mode selection is carried out based on the
requirements of sensitivity and excitability.
Further optimization is necessary for practical reasons. The attenuation and skewing
propagation direction could affect the inspection considerably. The choices for mode
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selection have been further narrowed down by choosing modes in the low frequency
range and having small skew angles.
Finite element simulation performed to demonstrate the excitation of an effective
mode shows that the resultant displacement field in the bonded region satisfies the
requirement of having a large in-plane displacement at the interface.
Experiments have been conducted on the adhesively bonded skin-stringer with
artificial defects. Defects are simulated by inserting Teflon film between the skin and the
adhesive layer. Experimental results show that the effective modes have good sensitivity
to the adhesive defects while another mode that is expected to have poor sensitivity to the
defect does not show the capability to detect the defects. One optimal mode detected
bonds in terms of frequency content. The other optimal mode could distinguish the good
bond from defected bonds by their peak amplitudes. The results from a mode with poor
sensitivity does not show the ability to tell good bonds from defected ones considering
either frequency content or peak amplitude.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In this chapter, a brief introduction of increasingly used composites and adhesive
joints in aviation will be presented. Following is a brief review of the advances in
adhesive joint inspection technology. The chapter ends by stating the objective of this
thesis.
1.1 Composite materials in Aerospace Engineering
Composite materials have been increasingly used in the aerospace industry because
of their excellent performance in tension loading, light weight and resistance to corrosion.
Composite materials with carbon-fiber reinforcement have been used in horizontal and
vertical tails on the Boeing 777. The Boeing 787 makes greater use of composite
materials; about 50% by weight is made of composite materials. Airframe and primary
structures have been made of composites rather than aluminum as in conventional
designs. The weight has been reduced about 20 percent compared with using aluminum.
Moreover, strong resistance to corrosion and high reliability under fatigue loading is
expected to allow a reduction in maintenance which results in lower life cycle costs. All
of these features of composites make them a promising replacement for conventional
metallic materials in aerospace applications.
However, some drawbacks of using composite materials remain unsolved.
Composite materials are subject to damage like matrix cracks, fiber breakage and
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delamination. Delamination can be introduced by impact loading, for example, dropping
a tool. Fatigue loading can cause fiber breakage as well as delamination near the surface
of the composites [Lissenden et al., 2007]. Also, mechanical joining techniques, like
fastening, riveting and welding, which are common for metallic materials, may introduce
severe damage to composites during assembling, for example, matrix cracks and fiber
breakage. Such damage near a joint could result in catastrophic failure of the structure.
Thus they are no longer appropriate for joining composite materials. Besides that,
hygrothermal expansion of each lamina is different along different directions. So
hygrothermal effects can cause residual stress in composite materials. All of these
shortcomings of composites provide new challenges in both assembly and maintenance
processes when using composites.
1.2 Adhesive Joints
Compared with mechanical joints, adhesive joints have the following advantages:
more evenly distributed loading, smooth surface feature, resistance to humidity and
corrosion, and less weight.
Adhesive joint techniques have been widely used in both manufacturing and repair
processes because the bonding mechanism will not introduce damage to the adherends.
The structural integrity of a well bonded region will provide a less concentrated loading
distribution across the bonded region compared with the region near a bolt or fastener.
This remits the stress concentration phenomenon near the joint which is common to rivets
and fasteners. Additionally, there are no extra components, like bolts and rivets, that have
been introduced to the joint, keeping the surface smooth and reducing the structure
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weight. As no metallic component has been introduced to the joint, it is more resistance
to corrosion than mechanical joints using metal fasteners.
However, the strength of the adhesive joint depends greatly on the quality of
adhesion. Cyclic temperature, cyclic mechanical loading and inadequate surface
preparation of the adherends can all compromise the strength of the joint. Thus, a reliable
inspection or monitoring technique is needed.
Adhesion failure and cohesion failure are the two major failure modes for adhesive
bond. Adhesion failure is usually caused by poor surface preparation and results in
separation between substrate and adhesive layer. Cohesion failure is caused by poor
polymerization in the adhesive layer which reduces the strength of the adhesive layer.
1.3 Methods for Adhesive Joint Inspection
Ultrasonic wave propagation and electro-mechanical resonance techniques are two
promising methods for adhesive inspection and monitoring.
1.3.1 Ultrasonic Guided Waves for Adhesive Bond Inspection
Many ultrasonic wave propagation methods exist, namely: normal incidence,
oblique incidence, resonance, guided wave and acoustic microscopy. These techniques
have different strengths for different applications of nondestructive evaluation. However,
for application to structural health monitoring, low additional weight, reliable
permanently mounted transducers as well as algorithms for detection, classification, and
characterization are required for online inspection.
Among these techniques, ultrasonic guided waves turn out to be a good candidate
for such an application. Guided waves comprise one branch of ultrasonic techniques.
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They rely on the presence of a geometry boundary to propagate over significant distances.
The advantages of guided wave techniques over others can be summarized as inspection
over large volumes of material, low weight, large number of propagation modes and no
requirement for directly accessing the bonded region.
Guided waves can travel long distances with acceptable attenuation relative to bulk
ultrasonic waves. This feature provides the opportunity to inspect an adhesively bonded
region without direct access to the surface of the joint region. In engineering problems,
the bonded region usually has a complex geometric shape, which makes it difficult to
understand wave propagation and mount the sensors. Inspection of such regions using
guided wave techniques is preferable.
Also, as each sensor can cover a considerable area, the distribution of the sensors
can be sparse. Thus, the weight added to the structure is minimal, which is significant in
the aviation industry.
Additionally, for a specific wave guide, multiple modes can exist. These modes have
different propagation features that have different energy concentration in the wave guide.
These features provide the modes with different strengths and capabilities when doing
inspections. By choosing one or more optimal ultrasonic wave modes, it is possible to do
the detection, localization and characterization of different kinds of damage.
In short, with a thorough understanding of guided wave characteristics, ultrasonic
guided waves techniques provide very promising inspection methods in both
nondestructive evaluation and structural health monitoring.
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1.3.2 Eletromechanical Impedance (EMI) Method
The EMI method utilizes modal sensors, which are usually piezoelectric wafer
active sensors (PWAS), to study the electromechanical responses of the PWAS and
structure under actuation. “This method couples the mechanical impedance of the
structural substrate with the electrical impedance measured at the PWAS transducer
terminals” [Giurgiutiu 2005]. Detailed explanations of how these two components couple
can be found in Giurgiutiu [2005]. This method can be applied to detect damage in
different structures, for example, spot welds, bonded joints and aircraft panels. For
damage detection in adhesive bonded joint, good sensitivity can be obtained when the
surface where the sensor is bonded is near the damage. The frequency spectrum may
change significantly when this region contains damage.
However, as the sensor can only detect the local damage, the distribution of the
sensors needs to be dense enough to get reliable results. For a structure with large
dimensions, this will increase the weight of the structure. Additionally, in some structures,
the bonded region is not accessible and thus cannot be monitored. Also, this method
cannot tell what kind of damage is present in the structure. Change in frequency cannot
indicate the type of the damage without a comparison with a predefined database or the
results of the finite element simulation.
1.4 Literature Review- Ultrasonic Adhesive Joint Inspection
Ultrasonics have been used as an inspection method for many years. Inspection
techniques using bulk wave transmission was developed many years ago for some
relatively simple applications where it is easy to interpret the signal. With the help of the
development of numerical simulation methods and powerful computers, now researchers
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can do analysis and simulation on more complicated problems. To be specific, dispersion
analysis and finite element analysis are available to calculate useful information about
wave propagation. Near the end of the last century, ultrasonic guided wave techniques
emerged as a new branch of ultrasonic inspection techniques. Since then, guided wave
techniques have drawn more and more attention as a promising tool for nondestructive
evaluation and structural health monitoring.
1.4.1 Bulk Wave Methods
Conventional inspection methods involve normal incidence, oblique incidence,
ultrasonic spectroscopy and others. Different features, for instance, time of flight,
amplitude and reflection coefficient, are extracted from the signal to represent the
condition of the adhesive bond.
The normal incidence inspection method is a simple and widely used inspection
method. The transducer is usually placed at the surface of interest. A bulk wave will
propagate normally to the surface to inspect the condition along this direction.
Discontinuity at the propagation direction will result in reflection and produce an extra
wave package at the time series signal. As the adhesive layer is usually very thin, it
requires a high-resolution transducer to discriminate different interface within the bond
region [Chernobelskaya 1979].
Focused probes are used to improve the lateral resolution. By studying the reflection
coefficient, non-homogeneity at the adhesive layer can be detected. Frequency spectrum
analysis could be another good check of the strength of the adhesive joint. [Biggiero 1983,
1985].
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Pilarski and Rose [1988] apply transverse bulk waves at oblique incidence rather
than longitudinal bulk wave at normal incidence to examine the state of adhesion.
Reflection factors for both longitudinal and transverse wave incidences have been studied.
Normal bond rigidity has been chosen to represent the state of adhesion. Reflection factor
verses normal bond rigidity curves are obtained. It shows that oblique incidence using
transverse wave has better sensitivity to the interfacial imperfections.
Spectroscopy can be utilized to measure the resonance frequencies of the throughthickness modes. Change in frequencies could be related to the change in thickness and
modulus of the adhesive layer [Guyott 1988].
Kinra and Dayal [1988] developed a method to measure the phase velocity, group
velocity and the attenuation in thin specimens. For the thin specimens, signals will
overlap because of the short travel length. Traditional methods like flight-time method
are no longer feasible for thin specimens. The new method employs FFT to transform the
time signal into the frequency domain and try to match training set with reference by
their time periods. Only the correct phase velocity can make these two match.
Hanneman et al. [1992] extended this method to multi-layer structure and examine
the transmission through five different bond joints. It was found that different frequency
ranges have different sensitivities to adherend and adhesive.
Moidu et al. [1996, 1999] combined the oblique incidence with a focusing system to
study the change in the amplitude of reflected signal in the frequency domain. Two cases,
good bond and bad bond (Teflon coated bond region), were studied and discriminated by
different amplitudes.
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Brotherhood et al. [2003] examined the detectability of a dry kissing bond using
normal longitudinal incidence, normal shear incidence and high power ultrasonic
inspection. Here, the first two types of incidence will only introduce small strains which
still remain in linear elastic response. But for the high power ultrasonic inspection, large
strains would be introduced to get non-linear response. The specimens with varying loads
as well as varing surface roughnesses were studied. It was found that high power
techniques have better sensitivity at low contact pressures while conventional
longitudinal incidence techniques turn out to be more sensitive to high contact pressures.
Maeva et al. [2007] applied acoustic microscopy to study the development of the
adhesive curing process. The cohesive properties are related to sound velocities whose
change will result in different acoustic microscopy image.
1.4.2 Ultrasonic Guided Waves
Compared with inspection using bulk waves, guided wave techniques are faster
since the wave can cover a larger area requiring fewer setups. This makes them good
candidates for both nondestructive evaluation and structural health monitoring.
The adhesive joint technique is most widely used in joining plate-like structures.
The material of the plate is usually assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. The
guided wave which depends on two traction free parallel plane boundaries was first
analyzed by Lamb [1917] and is named a Lamb wave.
Different adhesion states have been inspected by Rose and Ditri [1992] using both
pulse-echo and through-transmission modes. The difference in amplitude between good
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bond and bad bond is over 25dB, which proves to be an efficient threshold for bond
inspection.
Pilarski and Rose [1992] suggest a mode selection criteria based on both dispersion
curve shift and cross-section displacement distribution. Using the global matrix method,
dispersion curves for different interface conditions have been calculated and compared. It
is pointed out that mode selection should not solely depend on the dispersion curve as the
displacement distribution can change significantly without greatly changing the phase
velocity. Displacement and power distributions in the cross-section are therefore
examined. A criterion combining both displacement and power flow in the neighborhood
of the interface has been proposed.
Singher et al. [1994] proposed that wave propagation velocity can be an indicator of
the material property at the adhesive layer. Then, velocity of the guided wave and
difference in the characteristic frequency was examined to discriminate different bond
conditions [Singher 1997].
Mustafa [1996] excited the S0 mode to inspect the condition of lap splice and tear
strap adhesive joints. For the lap splice case, good bond corresponds to high amplitude
while disbond corresponds to low amplitude. However, for the tear strap case, good bond
corresponds to low amplitude because energy leaks into the stringer and disbond
corresponds to high amplitude as the energy is kept at the skin.
The titanium diffusion bond has been studied using guided waves by Rose et al.
[1998]. The spectral peak to peak ratio and wave mode frequency shift have been
selected as features of interest. It is found that some modes show superior sensitivity to
bonding states than others.
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Some guidelines for mode selection in bond inspection have been suggested by
Rokhlin [1991] and Rose [1999]. (1) Select the mode that is sensitive to the interface
condition. (2) Select the mode excited in skin region that can be transformed to the mode
in bonded region.
Using the finite element method, Lowe [2000] studied the transmission of Lamb
waves across a bonded region. Three modes, s0, a0 and a1, were considered and
transmission coefficients were calculated from the simulation results.
Dalton et al. [2001] studied the attenuation effects of ultrasonic guided waves
propagating in different aircraft structures. Because of the changing boundary conditions
in different structures, the attenuation of the guided wave is considerable. A long range
inspection, i.e., more than one meter, is less practical and a localized monitoring
algorithm is more feasible.
Lanza di Scalea et al. [2001] studied different bond conditions, namely properly
cured adhesive, disbonded and poorly-cured adhesive, using both S0 and A0 modes at
different frequencies. The result showed that disbond will result in significant attenuation
in the received signal. But for poorly-cured adhesive, S0, the mode with predominant inplane displacement at the adhesive, shows higher sensitivity. The explanation for this is
that the poorly-cured bond cannot support the shear stresses and shear-type wave
efficiently. Thus the mode with predominant in-plane displacement will suffer more
severe attenuation than the one with dominant out-of-plane displacement when the wave
is leaking from one adherend to another.
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Lanza di Scalea et al. [2004] experimentally studied the fundamental antisymmetric
mode propagation across a bonded region in different states, namely fully cured, poorly
cured and having a slip interface.
A new kind of transducer, known as a piezoelectric wafer active sensor (PWAS),
has been studied for its ability to generate ultrasonic guided wave. S0 mode Lamb waves
have been excited by PWAS and inspection has been carried out on an aluminum lapjoint structure. Attenuation for two cases, within the bondline and outside the bondline,
has been studied to classify the different bond conditions [Cuc 2006].
Puthillath et al. [2007] performed both hybrid analytical and finite element analysis
to study the reflection factor of Lamb wave across a bonded joint. Both methods have
been applied to a lap-joint geometry configuration. The reflection factor versus frequency
curves show similar trends for both methods. This result can be used as a guideline for
mode selection.
A parametric study for the step-lap joint had been performed by Puthillath et al.
[2009]. Geometry parameter, material property and presence of defect can all affect the
transmission spectrum of the Lamb wave. The results show that overlap length will
change the locations of local maxima and minima. Increasing the adhesive thickness will
result in reduction of transmission of S0 mode. Presence of defects increases the spectral
minima of S0 and S1 modes.
A wave structure based mode selection algorithm is used by Puthillath et al. [2010].
Wave mode with large in-plane displacement at the adhesive has been chosen to inspect
the samples with simulated defects. Strong bond shows good energy transmission across
the bonded region while the regions with defects show poor energy transmission. The
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work in this thesis is based on Puthillath’s mode selection hypothesis and is extended to
the study of adhesively bonded CFRP laminates.
Le Crom et al. [2010] employed the shear-horizontal wave mode to infer the
condition of the adhesion. The shear modulus of adhesive layer at different curing times
can be revealed by the value of phase velocities of the shear-horizontal mode.
1.4.3 Composite Adhesive Joint Inspection using Ultrasonic Waves
Composite materials have the desirable features of low weight, high strength and
resistance to corrosion. Compared with metallic materials or alloys, using composite
materials as structural components is becoming a preferable choice for engineers.
Adhesive joining technique is very suitable for assembling composite components.
Nondestructive evaluation as well as structural health monitoring of the integrity of the
bond had been studied increasingly in recent decades.
Dickstein et al. [1990] use normal incident signals to interrogate the condition of the
adherend-adhesive interface in composite joints. Specimens with different surface
pretreatments have been inspected. The selection of the features extracted from the signal
is important. The experimental results show that some features, which represent the
similarity of two signals in either the time domain or the frequency domain, show
superior sensitivity over other features which correspond to frequency content. This
indicates that the wave field is affected more by scattering than by change of the natural
frequency of the specimens. Also, good sensitivity has more likely been obtained in the
low-frequency range because of the high viscous nature of composite materials may
result in high attenuation in the high-frequency range. The attenuation does not
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necessarily increase with frequency, but the general trend of attenuation increases with
frequency.
Karunasena et al. [1993] studied the interaction of A0 (fundamental anti-symmetric)
and S0 (fundamental symmetric) modes with adhesive joints. Reflection coefficients have
been extracted as the physical feature of interest. The reflection coefficient has resonant
peaks at the cutoff frequencies of higher guided modes. The frequency where a minimum
appears depends on the thickness and the properties of the adhesive material.
Matt et al. [2005] studied the wave propagation in composite-to-composite bonds.
From both semi-analytical finite element analysis and experiment, it is concluded that the
strength of transmission across the bond depends on the defects on or in the adhesive. A
bond with defects has a higher strength of transmission than the good bond.
Mylavarapu et al. [2006] study the correlation between the amount of porosity in the
bondline and attenuation coefficient. Ultrasonic C-scan is performed on five panels with
different amounts of porosity at the bondline. The experimental results show that the
attenuation coefficient increases when the amount of the porosity increases.
Fasel and Todd [2010] utilize a macro fiber composite (MFC) patch to excite an
ultrasonic guided wave that transmits through the bond region and is received by another
MFC patch. The chaotic ultrasonic signal is imparted to the structure. Autoregressive
coefficients have been extracted from the time signal and are used as feature vectors. A
modified modal assurance criterion (MAC), named the vector consistency criterion, has
been applied to the feature vectors to classify undamaged and damaged bond conditions.
Then, a similar algorithm is applied to the damaged bond to classify different damage
states.
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1.4.4 Summary
Detection, localization and characterization have been studied exclusively using
conventional inspection methods. Normal incidence, oblique incidence, spectrum
analysis have proved to be good candidates for inspection. However the limitations of
methods, like the requirement of direct access to the bond region, off-line inspection
mode and time consuming due to the point-by-point nature of the inspection, have made
these techniques less appealing for structural health monitoring (SHM). Ultrasonic
guided wave techniques have proved to be a promising candidate for SHM. Many
researchers studied the adhesive joints with adherends made of isotropic material. In
modern aviation industry, composite materials are increasingly used. The inspection of
adhesion state is becoming increasingly crucial. Anisotropic nature, multiple layers
structure and high viscous material property have made the inspection of composite
adhesive joints a more complicated and challenging topic.
1.5 Objectives and Content Preview
This thesis will focus on the inspection of composite-to-composite adhesive joints
using guided wave technology. A skin-stringer geometry configuration is used here.
Adhesive defects at the interface between skin and adhesive layer are of interest. The
objective of this thesis is to extend the theory of the mode excitability and mode
sensitivity to the inspection of composites. A wave structure based mode selection
algorithm is applied and modes with different features at the interface will be studied.
Theoretical analysis will be performed in Chapter 2 by calculation of the dispersion
curves as well as wave structures using the semi-analytical finite element method. 2D
finite element analysis will be carried out in Chapter 3 to study the wave transmission
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across the bonded region. The experimental setup and results will be introduced in
Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 will make conclusions and suggest future work.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Analysis of Guided Wave Propagation in Plates

In this theoretical analysis, sets of governing equations will be employed to describe
the wave propagation in the unbounded structure. By applying the boundary conditions,
the problem evolves to guided wave propagation in a bounded region. A time-harmonic
wave function will be assumed to reduce the problem into an eigenvalue problem. By
solving this problem, features like phase velocity, group velocity, wave structure and
skew angle, which will be defined throughout the course of this chapter, will be obtained.
Several mathematical methods can be applied to solve such problems. Here, the semianalytical finite method is utilized to solve this eigenvalue problem.
2.1 Governing Equation and Solution Method
In this section, governing equations and appropriate solution methods will be
introduced. The governing equations are universal for all the wave propagation problems
in linear elastic media. Several solution methods exist. Both the Global Matrix Method
(GMM) and Semi-Analytical Finite Element (SAFE) method are widely used methods. A
brief introduction of GMM will be given. More details of SAFE method will be provided
in the following section.
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2.1.1 Governing Equation

tn

t3
x3

t2

x2

t1
x1

Figure 2- 1: Cross-section of multi-layer plate-like structure with coordinate system
Figure 2- 1 is a sketch of a general multi-layer plate structure, each layer may have
different thickness as well as material properties. x1 is the direction of wave propagation
unless noted otherwise, x3 is a transverse direction which is through the thickness
direction and x2 is the other transverse direction, which is in the plane of the plate.
Wave propagation in unbounded material is governed by the following equations:

 ji , j   f i   ui

2. 1

 ij  Cijkl  kl

2. 2

1
 ui, j  u j,i 
2
is the mass density of the material,

 ij 

where

is stress, is the strain,

is the displacement and

2. 3
is the body force,

is the elastic constant matrix, usually called the stiffness

matrix, for a general anisotropic material is used with Einstein’s index notation.
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These three equations are the equation of motion for continuous media, linear elastic
constitutive equation and strain-displacement relations. Here the constitutive equation (2.
3) can be written in contracted form as follows:
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 33  C13 C23
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2. 4

where  ij  2 ij  i  j  is the engineering strain. Considering that the structure may be
fabricated by either isotropic or anisotropic material, and the anisotropic material like
CFRP may have different stacking sequences, it is important to express the stiffness
matrix for each layer in the structure in a global coordinate system to pave the way for
solving the problem. For composite material, tensor rotation procedure can be performed
for each lamina to get the stiffness matrix in global coordinate system [Nayfeh 1995].
The rotation procedure can be expressed using the following transformation equation:
'
Cmnop   mi  nj  ok  pl Cijkl

 cos 
ij    sin 
 0

sin 
cos 
0

0
0 
1 

2. 5

2. 6

Here, Equation 2. 6 describes the rotation about the x3 axis.
2.1.2 Solution Method

To solve these equations, several methods can be used. Global Matrix Method
(GMM) and Semi-Analytical Finite Method (SAFE) are two common numerical methods
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for this application. For both methods, a plane wave assumption is applied. The problem
reduces to a plane strain problem. Thus, the wave field is independent of the x2
coordinate and is a function of x1, x3 and t. In this work, only SAFE method has been
used to calculate dispersion curves because of its fast computing speed. Details about
SAFE method and its results will be shown in follow sections.
2.2 Semi-Analytical Finite Method (SAFE)

The SAFE method used here discretizes the structure in one dimension. As
mentioned above, the planar wave propagation is assumed. The wave field is a function
of x1, x3 and t, and independent of x2 direction. Here the structure is discretized in the
thickness direction, x3. A sketch of the discertized structure is shown in Figure 2- 2. For
each node, the nodal displacement only depends on x1 and t. Harmonic wave propagation
solution is assumed here.

U  x, t   U 0 exp  i  kx1  t  

2. 7

where U is the displacement field as a function of time and x1 , U 0 is the amplitude of
the harmonic wave, k is the wave number in the wave propagation direction, x1 is the
coordinate in the wave propagation direction,  is the angular frequency and t is the
time.
The element is an one-dimensional element with 3 nodes. The isoparametric element is
shown on the right of Figure 2- 2. Only this type of element is used in this analysis and
the corresponding natural coordinates for nodes are -1, 0 and 1. Within a layer, there
could be several elements and the number of elements depends on the smallest wave
length in the simulation.
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x2
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Figure 2- 2: Discretized plate and quadratic element in a natural coordinate
Although the element is 1D, the model is 3D, with each node having 3 degrees of
freedom in x1, x2 and x3 direction. As the model being discussed here is built in the
Cartesian coordinate system, the x1, x2 and x3 in the following expressions are replaced
by x, y and z respectively. Thus, written in terms of shape functions and nodal
displacements, displacement field within an element is:
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where,
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2. 9
Ni (i=1, 2, 3) are quadratic shape functions. Here, superscripts 1, 2 and 3 correspond to
the node number. ue is the nodal displacement vector for all the nodes in an element. The
size of ue is 9*1. Subscripts, x, y and z indicate the displacement in the three directions
and superscripts, 1, 2 and 3 are the node numbers. The strain field can be calculated using
equation 2. 3,
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As the motion considered here is planar, the displacement u is invariant along the y
direction and the derivative with respect to y is zero. The strain equation thus reduces to:
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Substitute Equation 2. 8 into Equation 2. 10. Using the chain rule, the derivative of the
shape function with respect to z, N , z can be expressed in terms of Jacobian matrix and
N ,
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N, z 

d
1
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ue is the displacement field within the element, u e , x in equation 2. 14 is the derivative of
ue with respect to x.
From Equations 2. 8 and 2. 9, the Jacobian Matrix is written as
dz 
1
J
  
d 
2

2

 z1 
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    z2 
2
 z3 

2. 15
Applying the virtual work principal [Hayashi 2003], the governing equation is
obtained,

u


T

 dV    εT σdV
td     u T   u

2. 16
where  u is the virtual displacement and  ε is the virtual strain. t is the external
V

V

traction vector,  is the surface of the element and V is the volume of the element. t
can also be expressed using shape functions and nodal external tractions T
t  N   Tei kx t 

2. 17
Substitute Equations 2. 2, 2. 8, 2. 12 and 2. 17 into 2. 16, and omit the redundant
term e 

i kx t 
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where,
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To set up the eigenvalue problem, applied force term F is eliminated from Equation
2. 18 is eliminated and the equation reduces to

K
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Rearrange the above equation,

Here,

ˆ Q 
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The problem becomes an eigenvalue problem for the wave number k. For each given
frequency  , a series of wave numbers k will be determined as eigenvalues of the linear
system. By using c   / k , the phase wave velocity c can be found for each frequency.
Thus, the dispersion curves, phase velocity versus frequency, are extracted from this
eigenvalue problem.
The distribution of displacement through the thickness corresponding to a specific
point on a dispersion curve is called wave structure. Besides the displacement profile
through the thickness, the stress and strain distributions can also be obtained once the
displacement is known. First, substitute the nodal displacement into Equation 2. 8 to get
the displacement as a function of x and t. Then, substitute displacement into Equation 2.
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10 to get the strain field. By applying the constitutive law, the stress field can be obtained
from the strain field.
2.3 Guided Wave Properties
2.3.1 Power Flow
Poynting’s Theorem was originally used in electromagnetism problems to describe
energy conservation. Auld [1990] used Poynting’s Theorem to describe acoustic fields as
the acoustic governing equations are analogies to Maxwell’s equations.
The complex form of Poynting’s vector is expressed as
P

 v  σ
2

2. 29



where v is the conjugate of complex form of the velocity v .

P is the power flow density vector which has the unit of W/m2. v is the particle
velocity vector in m/s and  is the stress field tensor with the unit of N/m2. Here, note
that the Poynting vector may have components in x1 , x2 and x3 directions. That means
the energy flow is not always along the wave propagation direction, or wave number
direction. Thus the direction of energy transfer may be at an angle from the propagation
direction. Such energy skew is more likely to be observed in anisotropic material and
needs to be taken into consideration when doing mode selection for inspection. More
details will be discussed later.
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2.3.2 Energy Density
The energy density within the waveguide is the summation of the kinetic energy
density and the potential energy density. Disregarding the body force, the potential
energy is composed only of strain energy. The expression of the total energy density is

E  Ek  E s
Ek 



v 2real 



v
2

2
1
Es   real  σTreal
2

real

 vTreal



2. 30

where Ek and Es are the kinetic energy and the strain energy respectively,  is the
mass density, vreal is the real part of the velocity,  real is the real part of the strain and
σ real is the real part of the stress.

Substituting the particle velocity, stress and strain into Equation 2. 30, the energy
density expressions are
Ek  Ek 0  Ek1 cos  2  x1  t    Ek 2 sin  2  x1  t  
Es  Es 0  Es1 cos  2  x1  t    Es 2 sin  2  x1  t  

2. 31

where Ek 0 , Ek1 , Ek 2 , Es 0 , Es1 and Es 2 are constants. The sine and cosine functions come
from the harmonic term e 

i kx t 

.

2.3.3 Group Velocity and Energy Velocity
Group velocity defines the speed at which the wave package travels. This is an
essential feature used in experiments to identify different modes. The general definition is
presented here,
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where  is the angular frequency and k is the wave number. Recall that k   / c , thus
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Energy velocity can be derived using the power flow density. Each component in
Poynting’s vector is a time-averaged power flow density. The total energy going through
the cross-section normal to the x1 direction is defined as
Etransmitted  TW  Px1  x3 dx3
H

0

2. 34

where T is the time period over which the power flow density is averaged, W is the
width of the waveguide and H is the thickness.
Integrating the total energy density Equation 2. 30 over the volume for one wave
length, the total energy is expressed as

Etotal    Ek  Es dV
V

W 



  E

H

0

0

W

H

0

k0

 Es 0    Ek 1  Es1  cos  2 x1  2t    Ek 2  Es 2  sin  2 x1  2t  dx1dx3

 Ek 0  Es 0 dx3
2. 35

Here, the terms that contain cosine or sine functions are eliminated because the
limits of the integral is from 0 to  which makes the term 2 x1 go from 0 to 2 ,
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and results in a zero value of the integral. The energy transmitted into the
waveguide in time period T is present as the kinetic energy or potential energy in
one‐wavelength volume.
The transmitted energy is then present as the total energy within a volume
with some length L1 ,
L1 

Etransmitted
Etotal

2. 36

So the energy has traveled the length of L1 during the time period T . The energy
velocity is thus defined as

Venergy

L
 1
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2.3.4 Skew Angle
Skew Angle is an important feature for anisotropic composite waveguides. Modefrequency pairs corresponding to large skew angles may result in difficulty when trying
to receive the signal in experiments.
From the energy point of view, the skew angle is defined as
 H P dx 
 x2 3 
  tan 1  0H
 P dx 
 0 x1 3 

2. 38
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Px2


Px1

Figure 2- 3: A sketch for the definition of skew angle
On the other hand, the skew angle can also be obtained by drawing the slowness
surface which is defined as

Slowness 

1
cp

2. 39
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k

Figure 2- 4: Slowness Profile with Energy Velocity and Skew Angle
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The slowness surface is obtained by the phase velocity values in all directions.
As shown in Figure 2- 4, the dashed line is tangent to the slowness surface, and
energy velocity is normal to the slowness. The angle between energy velocity and wave
vector is the skew angle,  shown in the figure.

2.4 A Sample Problem
2.4.1 Geometry and Material Properties of the Specimen
A sample problem will be presented here. Phase velocity, group velocity, wave
structure and skew angle will be calculated for a multi-layer anisotropic waveguide.
The material being studied here is AS4/8552 carbon fiber reinforced polymer
(CFRP). The structure is a 16-ply laminate with the stacking sequence of [0/45/90/-45]s2.
As this stacking sequence is symmetric as well as balanced, it can be considered as a
quasi-isotropic material as a whole. For each ply, the material is orthotropic and has 9
independent elastic constants. The thickness for the laminate is 2.35mm, and each ply has
a thickness of 0.1469mm.
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Figure 2- 5: A Sketch of the Stacking Sequence of the Composites (modified from [Gao
2007])
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Figure 2- 6: A Sketch of the Skin-Stringer Adhesive Bond
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Figure 2- 5 shows a sketch of the stacking sequence of the composites. The ply
numbering starts from the bottom and goes to the top. In Figure 2- 6, both skin and
simplified stringer are made of identical AS4/8552 CFRP and the adhesive layer is epoxy.
The thicknesses of the skin and stringer are 2.35mm and the adhesive layer is 0.1mm.
The coordinate systems of the laminate are built as shown in Figure 2- 7.  x, y, z 
coordinate system helps define the fiber direction. Fiber direction is defined by  which
is measured from the positive x-axis and rotated about the positive y-axis. The  x1 , x2 , x3 
coordinate system defines the wave propagation direction. The material properties for
CFRP and epoxy are given in Table 2- 1 and Table 2- 2.

x3

x2

x1

z
y
Fiber direction

Fiber direction may not
along the x1 direction

x



Figure 2- 7: A Sketch of Two Coordinate System

Table 2- 1: Material Properties of AS4/8552 CFRP
Density
3

1580kg/m

E1

E2

G12

G23

v12

v23

135GPa

9.5GPa

4.9GPa

4.9GPa

0.30

0.45

Table 2- 2: Material Properties of Epoxy
Density
3

1104 kg/m

Young’s Modulus

Possion’s Ratio

2.56GPa

0.402
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2.4.2 Phase Velocity Dispersion Curves
Phase velocity dispersion curves have been calculated for two cases: a skin
waveguide and a bonded skin/stringer waveguide. For simplicity, the skin waveguide is
called waveguide A and bonded skin/stringer waveguide is called waveguide B from now
on, as shown in Figure 2- 6. Figure 2- 8 and Figure 2- 9 show the phase velocity
dispersion curves for waveguides A and B respectively. Each color line corresponds to a
propagating mode in the waveguide. Both waveguides have 3 fundamental modes at low
frequency. But for a given frequency range, the waveguide B usually has more modes
than waveguide A after the first cut-off frequency. Generally, it is because the waveguide
B has more layers than waveguide A and thus larger overall thickness which promises
more modes at the same frequency.
Figure 2- 10 and Figure 2- 11 show the group velocity dispersion curves. Note that
the phase and group velocity dispersion curves are color coordinated by mode.
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f=165 kHz

Mode 3

Mode 2

Mode 1

Figure 2- 8: Phase velocity dispersion curves for waveguide A

f=165 kHz

Mode 3

Mode 2

Mode 1

Figure 2- 9: Phase velocity dispersion curves for waveguide B
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Figure 2- 10: Group velocity dispersion curves for waveguide A

Figure 2- 11: Group velocity dispersion curves for waveguide B
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Figure 2- 12: Skew angle intensity map plotted on phase velocity dispersion curves for
waveguide A

Figure 2- 13: Skew angle intensity map plotted on phase velocity dispersion curves for
waveguide B
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2.4.3 Skew Angle
Intensity maps of skew angle in skin and bond are shown in Figure 2- 13. Generally
wave mode corresponding to large skew angle (red or yellow in figure) should be avoided
when selecting the optimal mode for inspection because a large skew angle indicates the
energy transmission direction deviate much from the propagating direction which is less
preferred in experiment.

2.4.4 Wave Structure
For isotropic material like aluminum, the wave structures can be divided into two
groups, symmetric and anti-symmetric based on in-plane displacement. However, for
anisotropic material like CFRP, usually it is hard to identify if a wave structure is
symmetric or anti-symmetric. The modes are simply numbered from 1 to the largest
number of modes the wave guide can carry in a given frequency range.
Displacement wave structures for waveguides A and B corresponding to the first
three modes at 165 kHz are displayed in Figure 2- 14, Figure 2- 15 and Figure 2- 16. The
point on the corresponding dispersion curves at which the wave structure is plotted is
shown in Figure 2- 14 to Figure 2- 16. The dash lines represent the position of the
adhesive layer.
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Figure 2- 14: Displacement wave structures of mode 1 in both waveguide A and B at 165
kHz, the phase velocities are 1.3493 km/s and 1.4923 km/s respectively

Figure 2- 15: Displacement wave structure of mode 2 in both waveguide A and B at 165
kHz, the phase velocities are 3.5333 km/s and 3.5083 km/s respectively
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Figure 2- 16: Displacement wave structure of mode 3 in both waveguide A and B at 165
kHz, the phase velocities are 6.0247 km/s and 5.9339 km/s respectively
For multilayer plate structures with anisotropic materials, the Lamb wave and shearhorizontal wave modes are not perfectly decoupled. Modes 1 and 3 can be regarded as
roughly A0 and S0 modes as the in-plane (x-direction) displacements are anti-symmetric
and symmetric respectively. However, very small displacement in the y-direction can be
observed. Similarly, in mode 2 which is primarily a shear-horizontal mode, the xdirection and z-direction displacements are not zero. This phenomenon is the result of the
different material properties of different layers. Each layer has a different fiber direction
and will polarize the displacement in different directions. Thus, it makes it impossible to
have pure a Lamb wave or shear horizontal wave. Actually, in high frequency, the three
components of displacement will be coupled more closely than that in low frequency
range, which is shown in these three figures. To avoid confusion with the names of
modes and wave structure, the mode is simply labeled by integers.
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It can be found that in mode 1, the displacement in the z direction is the dominant
displacement. In modes 2 and 3, the dominant displacements are uy and ux respectively.
Wave structure could undergo significant change in profile when the frequency increases.
Different profiles indicate different energy concentration in the waveguide and may have
different sensitivities. Wave structure-based mode selection will be discussed in details in
the next section.

2.5 Mode selection
Selection of an optimal mode to detect damage is one of the most important
objectives of doing the theoretical analysis. Some factors that need to be considered are
introduced in this section.

2.5.1 Frequency
Here the waveguide is assumed to be elastic and the viscous part (imaginary part) of
material constant is not considered. However, noting the viscous nature of matrix
materials in composites, the attenuation of a propagating wave in composite materials is
significant when compared with metallic materials. Usually, but not always, a high
frequency mode corresponds to a high attenuation rate. Thus the high frequency
excitation is less effective than excitation in low frequency. In this thesis, only modes
with frequencies less than 2MHz are considered.

2.5.2 Skew angle
Skew angle is another crucial feature of the composite materials. A large skew angle
is less preferable considering it may cause difficulties in receiving and interpreting
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signals. Usually, a skew angle lower than 10 is acceptable [Gao 2007]. In Figure 2- 12
and Figure 2- 13, it can be observed that modes may have certain frequency ranges that
correspond to large skew angles and should be avoided when doing mode selection.

2.5.3 Wave mode sensitivity
In this thesis, the defect type of interest is an adhesive defect which exists at the
interface between adherend and adhesive. In our model, there are two such interfaces,
shown in Figure 2- 17. It is assumed that the defect exists at the lower interfaces. The
reason is simply that this agrees with the available specimens for experiment.
Usually, interface defects disrupt the displacement parallel to the defect plane,
which is the in-plane displacement for the guided wave mode. Subsequently, it is
expected that the wave mode in waveguide B with large in-plane displacement at the
interface to be the optimal mode.

Cross Section
Adhesive
defects at
interfaces

Stringer
Adhesive
Skin

Figure 2- 17: Sketch of the location of adhesive defects
The distribution of in-plane displacement at the lower interface is plotted on the
dispersion curves for waveguide B as an intensity plot in Figure 2- 18. The intensity
value is calculated following these steps. 1) Calculate the displacement wave structure of
each mode-frequency combination. So each value on the dispersion curves corresponds to
a displacement wave structure. Note the wave structure here includes the displacement
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distribution in x, y, z directions. 2) Then, for each mode-frequency combination, pick the
largest value of the displacements corresponding to the combination. 3) Divide the whole
wave structure, including all the three components, by the selected value in step 2). 4)
Finally, pick the displacement value at the interface as the intensity. Thus, this
normalization produces a wave structure with the largest value equal to 1. The expression
of the normalization is
U it  uit / max  uit 
I  U xt |int erface

2. 40

where i=x, y, z for three directions, t=1,2,3,…,N. N is the number of points where the
wave structure is interrogated. u is the original displacement and U is the normalized
displacement. I is the intensity for that particular mode.

Figure 2- 18: Intensity plot of the distribution of in-plane displacement at the lower
interface on phase velocity dispersion curves for waveguide B
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By looking at Figure 2- 18, it can be observed that there are several regions that
correspond to large in-plane displacement at the interface. However, by checking the
wave structures of some of them (Figure 2- 19), for example, mode 6 at 400 kHz, the left
circled region on Figure 2- 18, it could be observed that even though it has relative large
in-plane displacement, UX, the distribution of the UX does not promise the energy
concentration at the interface. The UX along the thickness direction, z direction, is
always above 0.7. On the other hand, for mode 8 at 750 kHz, the right circled region on
Figure 2- 18, the UX at the interface is pretty large and the distribution of the UX
indicates the energy would be more concentrated at the interface, see Figure 2- 19. In
conclusion, the second choice is preferred.

Figure 2- 19: Wave structures for mode 6 at 400 kHz (left) and mode 8 at 750 kHz (right)
of waveguide B. The corresponding phase velocities are 6.1151 km/s and 5.8442 km/s for
left and right respectively
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Next, a modification of the intensity plot will be made to minimize the misleading
effect resulted by the distribution of UX along the thickness. The equation used for
normalization can be written as follows,
U 'ti  uit / ukt * ukt
I '  U 'tx |int erface

2. 41

where i, k=x, y, z for three directions, t=1,2,3,…,N. N is the number of points where the
wave structure is interrogated. u is the original displacement and U’ is the normalized
displacement. Note that for the first equation in 2. 41, Einstein notation summation is
employed here. It is the same as the dot product of the wave structure matrix and will
produces a scalar. I’ is the new intensity. The plot is shown in Figure 2- 20.

Figure 2- 20: Modified intensity plot of the distribution of in-plane displacement at the
lower interface on phase velocity dispersion curves for waveguide B
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Compared with the previous one, the mode that has poor energy concentration at the
interface gives lower intensity. This will provide better guidance when doing mode
selection in terms of defect sensitivity.

2.5.4 Mode conversion at transitions
The waveguide in the example problem has step transitions that result in mode
conversion when the mode existing in the waveguide A impinges on the bonded region.
In Figure 2- 21, the mode propagating in the skin would convert to one or more modes
that can exist in the waveguide B.

Waveguide A

Waveguide B



Propagating
Figure 2- 21: A sketch of wave propagation in A-B configuration
This section applies two different methods to study mode conversion at geometry
transitions. Modal expansion is a widely used and reliable method which assumes the
wave field to be a linear combination of all waveguide modes and solves for the
contributions of each mode by considering boundary condition and continuity condition.
On the other hand, wave structure matching can be employed to infer which modes in
waveguide B can be excited by an incident mode in waveguide A. Wave structure
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matching is described first, and then modal expansion is performed to directly determine
mode conversion.

2.5.4.1 Wave structure matching method
It is reasonable to expect the energy transformation efficiency from one mode in A
to another mode in B depends on the similarity of the wave structures of two modes at
their common interface  as shown in Figure 2- 21. A displacement wave structure
based algorithm of mode conversion was proposed by Pilarski and Rose [1992]. Ditri
[1996] utilizes the shear horizontal mode to demonstrate mode conversion efficiency for
non-coupling and coupling conditions using displacement wave structure based analysis.
Similarly, here the displacement wave structures of two modes are evaluated by
comparison. A correlation coefficient is introduced to calculate the similarity between
two modes. The correlation coefficient is a statistical cross correlation relationship
between two variables.
To perform wave structure based mode matching analysis, the displacement wave
structure should be calculated first. For a specific incident mode in waveguide A, the
mode in waveguide B whose displacement wave structure in the  region (shown in
Figure 2- 21) matches that of the incident mode, is expected to be excited effectively. In
other words, the energy transmission to this mode is the most efficient. Note that all
modes at this frequency have the possibilities to be excited to some extent, but the mode
that has the best similarity to the incident mode is dominant and weighted most among
these modes.
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The definition and calculation of matching coefficients for the A-B configuration
has been developed for isotropic adherends by Puthillath [2010] in his PhD thesis. A brief
introduction to definitions and calculations is presented here.
1) Definition and calculation of matching coefficient
The wave structure matching coefficient  Ai B j , is the summation of the absolute


values of the correlation coefficients calculated between the displacement wave structure
of mode i in waveguide A and the displacement wave structure of the mode j at common
interface  in waveguide B. It can be expressed as following,
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Here, u ki and ukj are normalized displacement components along  in waveguides A and
B at the frequency of  , respectively. The normalization of wave structure is performed
in two steps. The wave structure obtained from the interpolation of the nodal
displacement vector, which is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue calculated
using the SAFE method, is assumed to be the ‘raw’ wave structure. The first step of
normalization assumes that each mode at a specific frequency carries the same amount of
energy. The square root of the x1 component of the Poynting vector is used as the
denominator when doing normalization. Thus, each mode carries an identical amount of
energy. After that, the displacements in all the three directions, x1 , x2 and x3 , are
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normalized by the maximum value among them. As a result, the value of displacements
in wave structure ranges from -1 to 1. Actually, it can be observed from Equation 2. 42
that the matching coefficient is unitless, which means the matching coefficient will not be
affected whether the displacement wave structure is normalized or not. The index k
represents the displacements in three directions, namely 1, 2 and 3 directions respectively
in this problem [Puthillath 2010].
Matching coefficients are calculated for the first six incident modes in waveguide A
and plotted as an intensity map on phase velocity dispersion curves for waveguide B.
These figures represent the similarity between the incident mode in A and potentially
excited modes in B.
To give an example, the intensity maps of the matching coefficients from A-B for
first three incident modes are plotted in Figure 2- 22 to Figure 2- 24. The incident mode
in waveguide A is plotted in black line for reference.
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Figure 2- 22: Matching coefficient intensity map for mode 1 incidence (A-B)

Figure 2- 23: Matching coefficient intensity map for mode 2 incidence (A-B)
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Figure 2- 24: Matching coefficient intensity map for mode 3 incidence (A-B)
2) Observations on Matching Coefficients Plots
Figure 2- 22 to Figure 2- 24 show that the modes in waveguide B that are
overlapping the incident mode in waveguide A have higher matching coefficients. For
example, in Figure 2- 22, the mode curves in waveguide B that are overlapping or near
the incident mode over 0.1 MHz have higher matching coefficients. In Figure 2- 23, the
ranges below 0.25 MHz, between 0.35 MHz and 0.8 MHz and after 0.9 MHz show higher
matching coefficients when the mode curves in waveguide B are near the incident mode.
Figure 2- 24 shows that the modes that bracket the incident mode after 0.9 MHz have
high matching coefficients. It can be concluded that the modes in waveguide B that are
near or overlapping the incident mode are likely to have high matching coefficients at the
overlapping frequency ranges.
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On the other hand, there are some exceptions. For example, at 0.85 to 0.9 MHz and
1.15 to 1.25 MHz in Figure 2- 23, the matching coefficients near the incident mode curve
are pretty low. Thus, solely depending on dispersion curve match is insufficient to
understand the mode conversion at the waveguide transition. This provides motivation for
doing wave structure based analysis.
3) Partitioned Matching Coefficients
From the energy conservation point of view, if for a given incident mode, the
amount of energy it transports in waveguide A is a constant, the energy transmitted to
each possible mode after the transition becomes lower when the number of possible
modes in waveguide B increases. Thus, a normalization algorithm needs to be applied to
the matching coefficients to appropriately represent the energy distribution. Proposed by
Puthillath [2010], the matching coefficient is normalized at each frequency step:

 AP B
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A B
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Ai B j

2. 43

where angular frequency   2 f and N B is the total number of propagating modes in
waveguide B.
The energy partitioned matching coefficients for incident modes 1-3 are shown in
Figure 2- 24 to Figure 2- 26. The values of matching coefficients have become lower at
high frequency range due to the increasing number of existing modes in at higher
frequencies. The energy from the incident mode has been distributed to more modes and
the energy carried by each mode has decreased.
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Figure 2- 25: Normalized matching coefficient for mode 1 incidence (A-B)

Figure 2- 26: Normalized matching coefficient for mode 2 incidence (A-B)
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Figure 2- 27: Normalized matching coefficient for mode 3 incidence (A-B)
4) Matching Coefficients for B-A Configuration
Matching coefficients for A-B configuration have been discussed. For the B-A
configuration at the other end of the stringer shown in Figure 2- 28, it is similar and the
only difference is that the incident mode is in waveguide B and the excited mode is the
mode in waveguide A.  BPi Aj



is used as the expression of the partitioned matching

coefficient from mode i in waveguide B to mode j in waveguide A at angular frequency

.
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Waveguide B

Waveguide A



Propagating
Figure 2- 28: A sketch of wave propagation in B-A configuration
Figure 2- 29, Figure 2- 30 and Figure 2- 31 present the partitioned matching
coefficients plots for the B-A waveguide transition. Again, modes in waveguide A that lie
closely to incident mode in waveguide B have larger matching coefficients.

Figure 2- 29: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 1 incidence (B-A)
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Figure 2- 30: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 2 incidence (B-A)

Figure 2- 31: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 3 incidence (B-A)
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2.5.4.2 Normal Mode Expansion
The normal mode expansion method is an effective way of studying mode
conversion at geometry transitions. This method is widely used in the study of the
response of a structural vibration. Whereas wave structure matching relies on a
hypothesis that wave structure match will lead to strong mode conversion, the normal
mode expansion enables determination of mode conversion. The expansion is based on
analysis of the transition.
Two assumptions are required here. First, any arbitrary wave structure, or field
distribution, for example, displacement or stress distribution can be expressed as a linear
combination of all the wave mode wave structures. This property is usually called the
completeness of the wave mode. The second assumption is that the wave modes should
be orthogonal to each other. The proof based on the completeness can be found in many
mathematics textbooks, but it has not been proved that guided wave modes are complete.
Auld [1990] has provided the proof of the orthogonality in his book.
The orthogonality property is expressed as follows,

mT   B   n    0, m  n
mT   B   n    0, m  n

2. 44

To apply the normal mode expansion, we first assume that the total displacement at
a prescribed frequency can be written as follows,
N

ui     Am   * i m  

2. 45

m 1

where u is the given displacement distribution as a function of z, i=x,y,z which indicates
the directions of displacements, N is the number of modes at the given angular frequency
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 ,  is the wave structure of mode m and A is the amplitude, or contribution of mode m
to the resultant displacement field.
Similarly, if the given field is a stress field, the u can be simply replaced by the
given stress field and  can be replaced by stress wave structure. Equation 2. 45 still
holds and evolves to the following equation
N

 i     Am   * im  
m 1

2. 46
Where i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 to represent the 6 components in stress tensor. Amplitude A
has the same value as in Equation 2. 45.  is the given stress field and  is the mode
stress wave structure.
x3

x2
Free
boundary

2

Waveguide B

x1

1

Waveguide A

Continuity of traction and
displacements

Figure 2- 32: A sketch of A to B transition, the interfaces 1 satisfies the displacement
and traction continuity, and the free boundary  2 satisfies the zero surface traction
Now, consider the transition between waveguides A and B in Figure 2- 32.
Waveguides A and B are the same as those in the sample problem. Waveguide A is a 16layer laminate and waveguide B has two 16-layer laminates with an adhesive layer
between them. 1 is the common region of waveguide A and B. The displacements and
tractions are continuous at this interface. To be specific, the traction here is the traction at
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the surface normal to the x direction, namely,  xx ,  xy and  xz . At  2 , the traction at the
surface normal to the x direction is zero because it is a free boundary. In summary, the
displacement and stress fields at the transition should satisfy the following equation,
uiI  uiR  uiT , z  1

 xiI   xiR   xiT , z  1
 xiT  0, z   2

2. 47
where superscripts, I, R and T indicate incident, reflected and transmitted wave fields
respectively, and i=x, y, z.
The incident displacement and stress field will be the wave structures of one mode
in waveguide A. Then, substitute Equation 2. 45 and 2. 46 into 2. 47 for reflected and
transmitted terms. Note that the transmitted field used here is truncated because the wave
field of modes in waveguide B covers both 1 and  2 and only wave structure in 1
region is considered for continuity. Solving this set of equations, the amplitude for
reflected and transmitted modes will be obtained.
The displacement and stress fields used here are normalized to guarantee that each
mode carry the same amount of power. x-direction Poynting’s vector is calculated and
integrated along the thickness direction to obtain the total energy flow in x direction.
Then, the displacement and stress field are divided by the square root of the total energy
so that the energy flow calculated using normalized displacement and stress field is 1.
The normalization process ensures that the square of the amplitude solved here gives the
energy carried by the corresponding mode.
The energy distribution in transmitted modes will be presented the same way as that
of the matching coefficients were presented earlier. In intensity plots on dispersion curves,
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the intensity for each point on dispersion curves is simply the square of amplitude of
transmitted mode.
For both A-B and B-A configurations, intensity plots for the first 3 incident modes
are presented in the following. The dispersion curve for an incident mode in the first
waveguide A is drawn using the solid black line, while the colorful dispersion curves are
the modes in the second waveguide B.
Figure 2- 33 to Figure 2- 35 show that a mode in waveguide B will have higher
excitability if the dispersion curve for this mode is overlapping with the incident mode in
waveguide A or very close to the it in terms of frequency-phase velocity combination.
This agrees with the observation from the wave structure matching results. Similarly,
Figure 2- 36 to Figure 2- 38 show that a mode in waveguide A will also have higher
excitability if the dispersion curve for this mode lies close to the incident mode in
waveguide B.
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Figure 2- 33: Intensity plot of normal mode expansion energy partition for mode 1
incidence (A-B)

Figure 2- 34: Intensity plot of normal mode expansion energy partition for mode 2
incidence (A-B)
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Figure 2- 35: Intensity plot of normal mode expansion energy partition for mode 3
incidence (A-B)

Figure 2- 36: Intensity plot of normal mode expansion energy partition for mode 1
incidence (B-A)
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Figure 2- 37: Intensity plot of normal mode expansion energy partition for mode 2
incidence (B-A)

Figure 2- 38: Intensity plot of normal mode expansion energy partition for mode 3
incidence (B-A)
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The results of normal mode expansion method are considered as a reference.
Comparison between the results from wave structure matching and normal mode
expansion is made here, Figure 2- 39 to Figure 2- 42. By comparing the results of the two
methods, the wave structure matching method shows the ability to predict the mode
conversion at the geometry transition. The energy partition of transmitted modes agrees
well with the results of normal mode expansion in most regions.
However, there are some after-transition modes have large values even though they
are neither overlapping with the incident mode nor at the neighborhood of the incident
mode. For example, at the circled region in Figure 2- 39, the excitability of that region
predicted by normal mode expansion method is pretty low, while that by wave structure
matching is much higher. This would be a limitation of the wave structure matching
method because this method only evaluates the cross-covariance of two wave structures.
Cross-covariance is purely a statistical concept and does not integrate the different
physical properties of two wave guides. Thus, the wave structure matching method may
not always give as good a performance as normal mode expansion.
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Figure 2- 39: Comparison of energy partitions for A-B configuration predicted by wave
structure matching and normal mode expansion for mode 1 to 3 (top to bottom)
incidences. Plots on the left are for the wave structure matching. Plots on the right are for
the normal mode expansion.
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Figure 2- 40: Comparison of energy partitions for A-B configuration predicted by wave
structure matching and normal mode expansion for mode 4 to 6 (top to bottom)
incidences. Plots on the left are for the wave structure matching. Plots on the right are for
the normal mode expansion.
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Figure 2- 41: Comparison of energy partitions for B-A configuration predicted by wave
structure matching and normal mode expansion for mode 1 to 3 (top to bottom)
incidences. Plots on the left are for the wave structure matching. Plots on the right are for
the normal mode expansion.
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Figure 2- 42: Comparison of energy partitions for B-A configuration predicted by wave
structure matching and normal mode expansion for mode 4 to 6 (top to bottom)
incidences. Plots on the left are for the wave structure matching. Plots on the right are for
the normal mode expansion.
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2.5.4.3 Phase velocity dispersion curves matching
As mentioned in section 2.5.4.2, compared with results from the normal mode
expansion, the wave structure matching method may sometimes give distracting results.
Phase-matching criterion may be considered as a good supplement to the wave structure
matching method to predict the mode conversion at the transition more accurately. In
detail, the phase matching criterion suggests that a mode in the second waveguide is more
likely to be excited when the phase velocity curve of this mode is overlapping or close to
the phase velocity dispersion curve of the incident mode in the first waveguide. This
suggestion agrees with the observation of the results from the normal mode expansion
method mentioned in section 2.5.4.2.

Figure 2- 43: Phase velocity dispersion curves for both waveguide A and B. Solid blue
lines are for waveguide A which is the skin, and dash red line is for waveguide B which
is the bonded region.
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The phase velocity dispersion curves for both wave guide A and B are plotted
together in Figure 2- 43. In the circled regions, the dispersion curves from both
waveguides are either overlapping or lying nearby. These regions are of interest when
referring to the intensity plot based on wave structure matching.
To give a brief summary of section 2.5.4, the wave structure matching method has
been tested for multilayer-anisotropic material. Excitability after the waveguide transition
has been calculated using both wave structure matching method and normal mode
expansion. Wave structure based analysis itself may not always produce accurate
prediction compared with normal mode expansion. However, if considering the phase
match and wave structure match together, this combined method gives a more consistent
result compared with that of normal mode expansion method. In the next section, further
analysis will be built on the wave structure matching analysis used in this section.

2.5.5 Prediction of mode conversion after two transitions
Usually, in real skin-stringer structures, direct access to the bonded region is less
feasible than to skin structure. Also, bonding sensors to the skin will allow sensors to
cover larger areas as sensors are not confined to the neighborhood of the stringer. By
placing sensors on both sides of a stringer, shown in Figure 2- 44, the wave will
propagate across two transitions and thus undergo mode conversion twice. Thus, a study
of the mode conversion in a combined configuration is of practical interest.
Given that the width of a stringer, or waveguide B, is usually limited, the effect of
its width could be ignored, which assumes that all the excited wave modes in waveguide
B will impinge on the second waveguide transition, B-A transition, at approximately the
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same time. Thus, the received energy at the receiver would be composed of the energy
converted at  BA from all the excited modes in waveguide B.
In this section, the algorithm for evaluating the mode excitability across the bonded
region has been introduced. The A-B-A configuration is shown in Figure 2- 44.

Waveguide A

Waveguide B

Waveguide A

Transmitter

Receiver

 AB

 BA

Propagating Wave
Figure 2- 44: A sketch of wave propagation in A-B-A configuration
An assumption is made that, when a wave mode at a specific frequency is
propagating from one waveguide to another, all the modes that exist in the second
waveguide at this frequency have the possibility to be excited. To be detailed, it is
assumed that an incident wave mode i is impinging on the first A-B transition. If it is
assumed that there are N B modes that can exist in waveguide B at the frequency of  ,
the energy of the mode i will be distributed to all of these modes and the amount of
energy each mode carries depends on its wave structure matching to the incident mode i.
Then, when these modes in waveguide B come to the second transition, mode
conversions to all of these modes occur. Each mode in waveguide B has the potential to
excite all the modes in waveguide A. After the B-A transition, each mode in waveguide
A may share a part of the total energy.
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The following equation is adopted from PhD Thesis of [Puthillath 2010] to define
the matching coefficient across the bond region

A A

i k

 B
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 j 1 
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2. 48
Take the mode 1 incidentce as an example, a sketch of the mode conversion and
corresponding matching coefficients is provided in Figure 2- 45. For simplicity, a low
frequency below the lowest frequency cutoff has been chosen to guarantee there are only
3 modes existing in both waveguide A and B. Mode 1 incidence in waveguide A will
excite mode 1 to mode 3 of waveguide B at the first transition. At the second transition,
each of the three existing modes of waveguide B will excite three modes of waveguide A.
So there are 9 paths in total. These 9 paths fall into three categories (three colors in
Figure 2- 45) distinguished by their ending mode. As shown in Figure 2- 45, for the right
column, the summation for the same color and combined matching coefficients  A1 A1 ,

 A A and  A A are obtained.
1 2

1 3
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Figure 2- 45: A sketch of the two-step mode conversion with the matching coefficient
product that represents the energy partition
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Figure 2- 46: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 1 incidence (A-B-A)

Figure 2- 47: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 2 incidence (A-B-A)
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Figure 2- 48: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 3 incidence (A-B-A)

Figure 2- 49: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 4 incidence (A-B-A)
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Figure 2- 50: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 5 incidence (A-B-A)

Figure 2- 51: Normalized matching coefficients for mode 6 incidence (A-B-A)
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The matching coefficients for A-B-A configuration are shown from Figure 2- 46 to
Figure 2- 51 for the first 6 modes. These plots evaluate whether the incident mode still
retains a large amount of energy after two transitions and can be received without too
much loss of energy. Focusing on the region localized by the dispersion curve of the
incident mode, the mode region with large values compared with its neighbor implies that
this region can still carry large amount of energy. These figures will be referred to in the
following chapters as the experiment and numerical simulation is carried out based on
these results. Details about the numerical simulation and experiment will be given in
chapters 3 and 4. Note that the mode at the frequencies that are lower than cut-off
frequency of the incident mode cannot be excited. Note that the distracting problem with
the structure matching method mentioned in section 2.5.4.2 is still there. Phase velocity
match should always be considered.

2.5.6 Effectiveness Coefficients
2.5.6.1 Definition of Effectiveness Coefficient
The calculation of the effectiveness coefficients is the next stage in mode selection.
Recall that different modes have different energy distribution along the thickness
direction. A mode would be sensitive to a defect if at the location of the defect it has
wave energy concentrated. Thus a mode that is not only sensitive to the adhesive defects,
but also can be excited efficiently by the incident wave is of interest. An effectiveness
coefficient is defined as the product of the matching coefficient and a quantitative defectsensitive feature. A mode is defined as effective if the mode is easily excited at the
bonded region and has good sensitivity to the adhesive defect.
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Recall from section 2.5.3 that the sensitivity here is defined as the modified in-plane
displacement intensity. It is expressed as u Bx j in Equation 2. 49. Considering both
matching coefficient and defect-sensitive feature, the effectiveness coefficient is defined
as

E Ai B j Ak



 NB
     Api B j
 j 1 

 AB

 Bp A
j

k


u Bx j  
 BA



2. 49

The effectiveness coefficients for the first eight incident modes are plotted as
intensity maps on the dispersion curves (Figure 2- 52 to Figure 2- 59).

2.5.6.2 Observation on Effectiveness Coefficient
The effectiveness coefficients plots indicate that the following mode-frequency
combinations are expected to provide good sensitivity to interface defects.
Mode 3 at very low frequency, namely lower than 0.2 MHz (Figure 2- 54)
Mode 5 at the neighborhood of 0.5 MHz (Figure 2- 56)
Mode 6 at about 0.75 MHz (Figure 2- 57)
Mode 7 at about 0.9 MHz (Figure 2- 58)
Mode 8 at the neighborhood of 0.9 MHz (Figure 2- 59)
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Figure 2- 52: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 1 incidence (A-B-A)

Figure 2- 53: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 2 incidence (A-B-A)
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Figure 2- 54: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 3 incidence (A-B-A)

Figure 2- 55: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 4 incidence (A-B-A)
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Figure 2- 56: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 5 incidence (A-B-A)

Figure 2- 57: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 6 incidence (A-B-A)
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Figure 2- 58: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 7 incidence (A-B-A)

Figure 2- 59: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 8 incidence (A-B-A)
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2.5.7 Conclusions on Mode Selection
Theoretical analysis involving many aspects such as frequency range, skew angle,
mode excitability and defect sensitivity, that need to be considered when searching for an
optimal mode for defect detection. However, because of the limitations of real-life
practice, some modes that are expected to be sensitive to defects might not give good
performance in experiments. More criteria will be applied to mode selection when
conducting experiments and the details will be introduced in chapter 4.

2.6 Summary
In this chapter, general dispersion analysis and theoretical mode selection algorithm
are introduced. Dispersion curve and wave structure analysis are the most common and
powerful tools when studying guided wave propagation and its interaction with defects.
The study of dispersion curves and wave structure paves the way for the further analysis
of mode excitability and defect sensitivity. Matching coefficients and effectiveness
coefficients are then defined [Puthillath 2010]. Several observations have been drawn
according to the matching coefficients and effectiveness coefficients plots.
For an A-B or B-A configuration, the mode in the second waveguide is most likely
to be excited when its dispersion curve is overlapping with the incident mode in the first
waveguide. The results from wave structure matching and normal mode expansion
methods have been compared. With the supplement of the phase matching criterion, the
results from wave structure matching become more reliable and can be utilized in future
analysis.
For an A-B-A waveguide configuration, a combined matching coefficient has been
utilized as an indicator of energy partitioning after two waveguide transitions which
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evaluates if the incident wave can convert to waveguide modes in waveguide B and
convert back to itself without too much energy loss. The mode that has both high
matching coefficients and large in-plane displacements at a certain frequency range gives
high effectiveness coefficients which is recommended as a candidate for experimental
inspection.
At last, considering the frequency range, skew angle and effectiveness coefficient,
several candidate modes over prescribed frequency ranges are selected. These modes
show higher feasibility and capability over other modes in doing inspection of interface
defects. These modes will be under further interrogation in chapter 4 which introduces
the experiments.
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Chapter 3
Finite Element Analysis

Finite element analysis is performed in this chapter to simulate and visualize the
wave propagation before and after a waveguide transition.

3.1 Finite Element Modeling of Skin-Stringer Adhesive Joint
The ABAQUS software is used as a general solver for simulations of ultrasonic
guided waves in a bounded composite laminate. ABAQUS/Explicit version 6.9-2 is used
for this transient dynamics problem.
To supplement the theoretical analysis, a two-dimension model is created to
simulate the plane wave interaction with the waveguide transition. The plane strain
assumption is made here.
Material properties are calculated for different fiber directions. In total, there are
four ‘different’ sets of material properties here, that correspond to 0, 45, 90 and -45
degree fiber direction.
Each laminate is divided into 16 layers to represent the 16 laminas, see Figure 3- 1.
For each lamina, there are 5 elements equally distributed through the thickness direction.
Orthotropic material properties are assigned to each layer. The stringer has exactly the
same stacking sequence and material properties as the skin. An epoxy layer is inserted
between skin and stringer to represent the adhesive layer. The thickness of the skin and
stringer is 2.35mm, and the epoxy is 0.1mm thick. Material properties used here are the
same as those in the sample problem. For composite laminates, AS4/8552 CFRP is used.
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Material properties for 0 degree fiber direction are listed below in Table 3- 1. The
stacking sequence of the 16-layer laminate is [0/45/90/-45]S2. The material properties for
a unidirectional composite are rotated 0, 45, 90, -45 degrees in order to facilitate the
analysis. In Table 3- 2, material properties of epoxy are given.
Table 3- 1: Material Properties of AS4/8552 CFRP
Density

E1

1580kg/m3 135GPa

E2

G12

G23

v12

v23

9.5GPa

4.9GPa

4.9GPa

0.30

0.45

Table 3- 2: Material properties of epoxy
Density

Young’s Modulus

Possion’s Ratio

1104 kg/m3

2.56GPa

0.402

Waveguide A

Waveguide B

Figure 3- 1: Overview of the skin-bond model. The left part is waveguide A which is skin
and the right part is waveguide B which is bonded region.
For excitation, several methods can be applied to excite the specific wave mode.
Wedge type excitation can be simulated by applying time delayed signals on some region
of the surface. The time delays result from different travel times when the wave front in
the wedge reaches the interface between wedge and specimen. Another method is to
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imitate the comb transducer. Multiple elements are distributed at the surface with equal
spacing. A comb element in the model is simply a region at the surface which has an
applied pressure load. The element spacing depends on the wave length of the mode
being excited. A tone burst signal is applied to each element simultaneously. Both of
these two methods are intended to simulate real transducers. That would be a source with
finite dimension. Such a source may not always excite the mode of interest. To avoid
such a problem, boundary displacement excitation is applied to excite the specific mode
even though this method is not practical in real life. Boundary conditions are defined at
the left end of the model in Figure 3- 2. The distribution of the boundary condition
follows the displacement wave structure and is applied to each node at the boundary
(Figure 3- 3).
For the signal used here, generally, a 5 cycle tone burst is with a Hanning window is
applied as the excitation signal. A 3 cycle tone burst is used only to make the width of
signal short enough to avoid the overlapping of wave packages when needed.
Two simulations will be presented here. The first simulation is performed to confirm
that the optimal incident mode is selected to excite modes in waveguide B that have the
energy concentration at the interface between skin and adhesive layer. Another
simulation is wave scattering at the transition. This simulation will show the energy
transmitted from waveguide A to waveguide B and reflected back to waveguide A at the
transition because of the mode conversion.
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Excitation at the boundary

Figure 3- 2: Boundary condition excitation at the left end of the model

Figure 3- 3: A zoom-in view of the boundary conditions. A displacement wave structure
is applied at the boundary. Black, red and blue wave structures correspond to
displacement in the x, y, and z directions respectively. The example given here is the
wave structure of mode 6 at 750 kHz where the phase velocity is 5.9640 km/s.
3.1.1 Simulation of the excitability of preferred modes
In this simulation, some modes discussed before are simulated to verify the modes
we are interested in actually have the expected behavior. Recall the two guidelines, good
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sensitivity and good excitability. Satisfying these two guidelines indicates the wave field
excited in waveguide B after the transition will have a relatively large in-plane
displacement at the interface. Mode 6 at 750 kHz (Figure 2- 57) and mode 7 at 950 kHz
(Figure 2- 58) are expected to have good performance in terms of in-plane displacement
distribution. On the other hand, mode 3 at 400 kHz (Figure 2- 54) is selected here as a
counter example to make comparison as it is not expected to have good sensitivity at the
interface.
Figure 3- 4 and Figure 3- 5 show the displacement magnitude field for the three
propagating modes. In each figure, from the top to the bottom, the wave fields are for
mode 6 at 750 kHz, mode 7 at 950 kHz and mode 3 at 400 kHz respectively. Figure 3- 6
shows the zoom-in version of the in-plane displacement fields shown in Figure 3- 5: i.e.,
the displacement magnitude wave field in waveguide B for three modes to examine if the
in-plane displacement is relatively large at the interface. It can be seen that for the two
optimal modes we choose, they have excited the wave fields in waveguide B with
relatively large in-plane displacement at the interface while the one for comparison does
not excite the preferred wave field in waveguide B.
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Mode 6 @ 750 kHz

Mode 7 @ 950 kHz

Mode 3 @ 400 kHz

Figure 3- 4: Displacement magnitude wave field in waveguide A for three modes

Figure 3- 5: Displacement magnitude wave field in waveguide B for three modes
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Figure 3- 6: Zoom-in in-plane displacement field for three modes

3.1.2 Simulation of wave scattering at transition
A model with a perfect bonding condition is used here. One mode of waveguide A is
introduced to the waveguide A at the left boundary. The wave package will propagate
from the left to the right. At halfway, the wave will confront the transition and convert to
propagating modes in waveguide B. Some energy will be transmitted into the waveguide
B, while some energy will be reflected. It is expected that most of the energy carried by
the mode in waveguide A will be transmitted such that the inspection becomes more
efficient. A comparison of the wave propagation of the same mode at different
frequencies is performed here to demonstrate that the low matching coefficient may cause
considerable energy reflection which is not preferred.
Mode 3 at 165 kHz and 400 kHz will be studied here. The energy transmission
coefficients for these two frequencies are 0.5643 and 0.9843. So we expect that at 165
kHz, more energy is reflected than that at 400 kHz.
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Mode 3 @ 165 kHz

Mode 3 @ 400 kHz

Figure 3- 7: Snapshot #1 at t=27ms for comparison between different mode-frequency
combinations. Top and bottom correspond to mode 3 at 165 kHz and 400 kHz
respectively.

Mode 3 @ 165 kHz

Mode 3 @ 400 kHz

Figure 3- 8: Snapshot #2 at t=35.2ms for comparison between different mode-frequency
combinations. Top and bottom correspond to mode 3 at 165 kHz and 400 kHz
respectively.
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Mode 3 @ 165 kHz

Mode 3 @ 400 kHz

Figure 3- 9: Snapshot #3 at t=54.2 ms for comparison between different mode-frequency
combinations. Top and bottom correspond to mode 3 at 165 kHz and 400 kHz
respectively.
Figure 3- 7 to Figure 3- 9 show the snapshots of the displacement wave field
comparison between two mode-frequency combination, namely mode 3 at 165 kHz and
400 kHz. It is observed that in Figure 3- 7, the wave package is excited and propagating
from the left to the right. In Figure 3- 8, the mode conversion occurs at the transition, and
the mode in waveguide A is transformed to modes in waveguide B. Figure 3- 9 shows
that after the mode conversion, mode 3 at 165 kHz (transmission coefficient=0.5643), has
a considerable reflection which is propagating to the left. Mode 3 at 400 kHz
(transmission coefficient=0.9843), has no visible reflection and most of its energy
transmitted into the waveguide B.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results and Analysis

This chapter describes the experimental set up including specimen, transducers and
data acquisition system (DAQ). The objective is to check if the theory-driven mode
selection described in the previous chapters have good performance in experiments.
Three mode-frequency combinations will be tested where two of them are optimal modes
selected from theoretical analysis and one of them is a counter example for comparison.

4.1 Specimen
Both skin and stringer are laminates made of AS4/8552 carbon fiber reinforced
polymer composite. Skin and stringer are bonded together with two layers of EA9696
epoxy film adhesive. Samples with artificial defects are used for inspection. To simulate
adhesive defects, a Teflon film is inserted on the surface of the skin plate and then it is
covered by the adhesive film (EA9696) and stringer. The lay-up sequence from the
bottom is skin, Teflon, adhesive layer and stringer. Then the sample is cured at 394K.
The Teflon film is cut to different size to simulate different sizes of defects. The sketch of
the samples with defects is shown in Figure 4- 1.
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Plate 1

Plate 2

50mm

1/3 Side Defect
Path 2

Path 2

Path 1
2/3 Side Defect
Path 3

300mm
Through Defect

Path 1
Path 3
1/3 Middle Defect

300mm

Figure 4- 1: A sketch of the specimen with defects of different sizes. The dimension of
the plate is 300*300mm2, and the width of the stringer is 50mm. The sizes of defects are
17*17mm2, 34*17mm2 and 50*17mm2 for the 1/3, 2/3 and through defects. Inspection
paths are also shown in the figure. Path 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the good, 1/3 side
defected and through defected bonds respectively.

Figure 4- 2: Photos for plate 1 (left) and plate 2 (right)
In Figure 4- 1, four types of artificially introduced defects are shown. The size of the
1/3rd side and middle defects is 17*17 mm2, and for the 2/3rd side defect and through
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defects, the sizes are 34*17 mm2 and 50*17 mm2 respectively. The photos of real sample
are shown in Figure 4- 2.

4.2 Equipment
An angle beam wedge, shown in Figure 4- 3 is used to excite the guided waves in
the plate. Snell’s law is applied to excite different modes at different frequencies.

Plexiglas

Transducer

I

CFRP

Figure 4- 3: Guided wave excitation using wedge transducer
The incident angle  I has been calculated using Snell’s law
 c plexiglas
 cp


 I  sin 1 





3. 1

where c plexiglas is the bulk wave speed in Plexiglas (2.73km/s), c p is the phase velocity of
the incident guided wave.
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Pairs of 0.5MHz and 1MHz GE/Krautkramer Benchmark transducers, each of which
has a 1-inch diameter, are mounted on Plexiglas wedges. The Benchmark series
transducer is selected because of its broad band-width is preferable when doing mode
selection over a wide range of frequencies, namely 60-120%. Moreover, this series of
transducers is made of piezo-composite and have high signal to noise ratio on fiber
reinforced composites. A plexiglas angle wedge has been used to couple with the
transducer. The data acquisition system is a NI 5112 system. A 10-cycle tone burst is
utilized as the incident signal in each measurement. Pitch-catch mode is used for data
collection. The signal after 100 averages is recorded as a time series signal. The sampling
frequency is 100 MHz which is much higher than the incident signal. Two paths, a and b,
are utilized to inspect the bond condition, as shown in Figure 4- 4. The photo for the
experiment setup is shown in Figure 4- 5.

Waveguide A

Waveguide B

Path a

 AB
Propagating Wave
Figure 4- 4: A sketch of two paths for inspection

Waveguide A

Path b

 BA
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Figure 4- 5: Photo of the experiment setup
4.3 Experiment Oriented Mode Selection
The analytical mode selection algorithm has been detailed in Chapter 2. Several
modes with both high matching coefficients and high in-plane displacements have been
selected. However, when doing the experiment, some modes are hard to excite using the
available equipment. Thus, more is added to the selection algorithm and will be applied
here. Also, the source influence is considered here as the transducer is a source of finite
length.
Modes 1, 2 and 3 at very low frequency, namely lower than 0.2 MHz, are discarded
here. One reason for that is the frequency is very low and can hardly be covered by the
band-width of the current transducers. Additionally, Mode 1 has very low phase velocity
and is thus impossible to be excited using an angle beam method according to Snell’s law.
Mode 2 has dominant y-direction or shear-horizontal, displacement. But the incident
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waves from the wedge do not have y-component displacement and the excitation of such
mode has very low efficiency.
For Mode 5 in the neighborhood of 0.5 MHz and Mode 8 in the neighborhood of 0.9
MHz, it can be observed from the phase velocity dispersion curve that these two regions
are highly dispersive regions, at which the gradient of velocity along the frequency
sequence is great and the velocity is highly dependent on the frequency change. Several
common magnitude reduction mechanisms are internal friction (attenuation), geometric
reduction (beam spreading) and pulse spreading (dispersion). It is well known that the
internal friction of composite materials is high compared with metallic materials. To
avoid further reduction in magnitude, a less dispersive region is preferred as it minimizes
the pulse spreading. Additionally, these regions also correspond to the low group velocity.
As multiple modes will be excited after two transitions, the mode with the higher group
velocity is preferred so that the first arriving wave package is of interest.
Thus, the remaining modes of interest as shown in Figure 2- 57 and Figure 2- 58 are
Mode 6 at 750 kHz and Mode 7 at 950 kHz respectively. In the next section, these two
modes will be discussed in detail. Additionally, mode 3 at 0.4 MHz, which is expected to
have poor sensitivity to defects, will be tested to demonstrate the sensitivity and
importance of mode selection.
The source influence should be considered to practically excite the particular mode
of interest. The introduction and calculation of source influence is described in detail by
Rose [1999] in his book. The source influence plots of the finite size transducer for the
excitation of mode 6 at 750 kHz and mode 7 at 950 kHz are shown in Figure 4- 6 and
Figure 4- 7. The color on the plot indicates excitation field for a particular size of source
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and frequency band width. The deep red color corresponds to good excitation and the
blue color corresponds to poor excitation. It is observed in each plot that the mode of
interest, mode 6 in Figure 4- 6 and mode 7 in Figure 4- 7, is mostly excited, but mode 5 is
excited to some extent as well. Mode 5 itself is higher dispersive than mode 6 and 7 and
the modes in bonded region that are excited by mode 5 (Figure 4- 8) are also high
dispersive. Thus, it is expected these wave modes will travel more slowly and be more
attenuated than the modes of interest and will not influence the received signal much.

5

6

Figure 4- 6: The source influence plot for mode 6 at 750 kHz. Mode 5 and 6 could be
excited by the 25mm diameter transducer.
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5

7

Figure 4- 7: The source influence plot for mode 7 at 950 kHz. Mode 5 and 7 could be
excited by the 25mm diameter transducer.

Figure 4- 8: Transmission coefficients plot for mode 5 incidence. Two dashed lines
correspond to frequency of 750 kHz and 950 kHz.
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4.4 Results
In this section, experiment results are displayed. The raw time series signal, the
Hilbert transform and the Fourier transform are the three major types of the
representation of the signals. The selected ‘good’ incident modes are mode 6 at 0.75 MHz
and mode 7 at 0.95 MHz. To make a comparison, incident mode 3 at 0.4 MHz, which is
expected to be insensitive to the defects, is also tested. As shown in Figure 4- 1, the 2/3
defect and 1/3 middle defects are not common to both plates, so the results for these two
kinds of defects are not reported here because in each case there are only data from one
plate.

4.4.1 Mode 6 at 0.75 MHz
Recall the effectiveness coefficients intensity map for mode 6 incidence (Figure 49). It can be observed that at 0.75 MHz, where the phase velocity is 5.9640km/s, the
mode has a low dispersive region and the effectiveness coefficient is high in the
neighborhood of the incident mode 6. In addition, the skew angle of 5º is small. The
matching coefficient chart for the same mode is shown in Figure 4- 10. It is observed that
the two modes (mode 8 and mode 10) have bounded the incident mode at around
0.75MHz. Both of these modes can be excited to some extent. The energy transmission
coefficients for these two are 0.4790 and 0.3657 respectively. The mode 8 has higher
excitability than mode 10 according to the matching coefficient plot. This implies that
more energy will be transformed to mode 8 than to mode 10. The displacement wave
structure plots are shown in Figure 4- 11 and Figure 4- 12. Figure 4- 11 shows that mode
8 in waveguide B has high in-plane displacement at the interface. However, in Figure 412, the mode 10 has very low in-plane displacement at the interface. Thus, the mode with
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large in-plane displacement also has higher excitability, which makes the incident mode 6
in waveguide A a promising mode for inspection.
For Plate 1, the time series signal (Figure 4- 13), Hilbert transform (Figure 4- 14)
and Fourier Transform (Figure 4- 15) are shown here. It can be observed from the Fourier
transform that the frequency contents for good bond and bonds with defects are different.
Similar patterns can be observed for Plate 2 (Figure 4- 16 for time series, Figure 4- 17 for
Hilbert transform and Figure 4- 18 for Fourier transform).

10

8

Figure 4- 9: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 6 incidence (A-B)
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10

8

Figure 4- 10: Matching coefficients for mode 6 incidence (A-B)

Figure 4- 11: Displacement wave structures for mode 6 in A and mode 8 in B
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Figure 4- 12: Displacement wave structures for mode 6 in A and mode 10 in B

Figure 4- 13: Time series signal for mode 6 at 750 kHz incidence on plate 1; good bond,
1/3 side defect, and through defect
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Figure 4- 14: Hilbert transform for mode 6 at 750 kHz incidence on plate 1

Figure 4- 15: Fourier transform for mode 6 at 750 kHz incidence on plate 1
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Figure 4- 16: Time series signal for mode 6 at 750 kHz incidence on plate 2

Figure 4- 17: Hilbert transform for mode 6 at 750 kHz incidence on plate 2
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Figure 4- 18: Fourier transform for mode 6 at 750 kHz incidence on plate 2
Amplitude change is a commonly used indicator of change in structure integrity.
However, it is hard to identify a relationship between received signal amplitudes and the
bond conditions in this experiment. But by doing the Fourier analysis, it is found that the
frequency content has a general shift trend which could be a good feature for structural
health monitoring. For each plate, the peak frequency for good bond is always near to
0.75 MHz. When the small artificial defect, namely 1/3 side defect, is introduced, the
frequency peak shifts to lower frequency which is near to 0.73 MHz. Then, considering
the through defect, the frequency content shifts further, two frequency peaks can be
observed. One is always much lower than the excitation frequency, say 0.71-0.72 MHz,
and another is always higher than the excitation frequency, 0.77-0.78 MHz. While the
difference between 0.73 and 0.75 MHz is not very large, since it has good repeatability, it
is a good damage indicator. The frequency peak information for experiments using
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different paths and different plates are shown in Table 4- 1. In the first column, the
number represents the experimental trial, label a and b indicate the path used in the
experiment, left-to-right and right-to-left respectively. The AVG and STDEV in Table 41 refer to average and standard deviation. Similar labels will be used in the following
experiments. The standard deviation is much smaller than the difference between peak
frequencies of different paths. This indicates that the difference between good and bad
bond conditions is identifiable.

Table 4- 1: Frequency peaks for different bond conditions
Peak Frequency
Plate 1
Label

Good
(Path 1)

Side
Defect
(Path 2)

Plate 2
Through Defect
(Path 3)

Peak 1

Peak 2

Good
(Path 1)

Side
Defect
(Path 2)

Through Defect
(Path 3)
Peak 1

Peak 2

1a

0.7467

0.7300

0.7200

0.7800

0.7467

0.7300

0.7167

0.7667

1b

0.7467

0.7233

0.7133

0.7767

0.7467

0.7267

0.7167

0.7667

2a

0.7433

0.7300

0.7167

0.7800

0.7467

0.7233

0.7167

0.7700

2b

0.7433

0.7300

0.7133

0.7800

0.7433

0.7233

0.7133

0.7667

3a

0.7433

0.7300

0.7167

0.7800

0.7500

0.7267

0.7167

0.7767

3b

0.7433

0.7267

0.7133

0.7767

0.7467

0.7267

0.7133

0.7667

4a

0.7433

0.7300

0.7167

0.7767

0.7467

0.7233

0.7167

0.7767

4b

0.7433

0.7300

0.7133

0.7767

0.7433

0.7267

0.7167

0.7767

AVG

0.7442

0.7288

0.7154

0.7784

0.7463

0.7258

0.7159

0.7709

STDEV

0.001574

0.002487

0.002503

0.001764

0.002154

0.002379

0.001574

0.004961

*See Figure 4- 1 for locations of paths 1, 2, 3

Even though the frequency peak is shifting to lower or higher frequencies, the
shifted frequency peaks are still with the bandwidth of frequencies excited.

4.4.2 Mode 7 at around 0.95 MHz
A similar analysis is performed for mode 7 at around 0.95 MHz in this section.
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Firstly, effectiveness coefficients chart (Figure 4- 19), matching coefficients chart
(Figure 4- 20) and wave structure (Figure 4- 21 and Figure 4- 22) are shown. According
to the matching coefficient chart, two modes in waveguide B, mode 10 and mode 12, are
likely to be excited with the incident mode 7 at the frequency of 0.95 MHz. The energy
transmission coefficients are 0.2483 and 0.4710 respectively. The skew angle at this point
is 8.7464º which is not large. The wave structures for both modes are plotted in Figure 421 and Figure 4- 22. Mode 12 is expected to carry most of the energy because of its high
matching coefficient. Also mode 12 has large in-plane displacement at the interface while
mode 10 does not. Thus, once again, the mode that is highly sensitive to the defect has
high excitability. Mode 7 at 0.95 MHz is another good candidate for bond quality
inspection.

10

12

Figure 4- 19: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 7 incidence (A-B)
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10

12

Figure 4- 20: Matching coefficients for mode 7 incidence (A-B)

Figure 4- 21: Displacement wave structures for mode 7 in A and mode 12 in B
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Figure 4- 22: Displacement wave structures for mode 7 in A and mode 10 in B

Figure 4- 23: Time series signal for mode 7 at 950 kHz incidence on plate 1; good bond,
1/3 side defect, through defect.
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Figure 4- 24: Hilbert transform for mode 7 at 950 kHz incidence on plate 1

Figure 4- 25: Fourier transform for mode 7 at 950 kHz incidence on plate 1
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Figure 4- 26: Time series signal for mode 7 at 950 kHz incidence on plate 2

Figure 4- 27: Hilbert transform for mode 7 at 950 kHz incidence on plate 2
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Figure 4- 28: Fourier transform for mode 7 at 950 kHz incidence on plate 2
The time series signal, its Hilbert transform and Fourier transform for plate 1 are
shown in Figure 4- 23, Figure 4- 24 and Figure 4- 25 respectively. Similarly, time series
signal, its Hilbert transform and Fourier transform for plate 2 are shown in Figure 4- 26,
Figure 4- 27 and Figure 4- 28. It is observed that the good bond condition corresponds to
higher amplitude. The peak value in Hilbert transform is selected to represent the
amplitude of the signal. Both raw amplitude and amplitude ratio are considered here.
Raw amplitude is not preferred because it is sensitive to the coupling condition at
different interfaces, for example, interfaces between transducer and wedge, between
wedge and sample, and is not as reliable as amplitude ratio. Amplitude ratio is obtained
simply by dividing all the amplitude by the amplitude for the good bond condition.
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Table 4- 2: Amplitude and amplitude ratio comparison
Peak Amplitude
Plate 1
Good
(Path 1)

Plate 2

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

Good
(path 1)

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

1a

0.4794

0.2157

0.3690

0.5384

0.2295

0.3200

1b

0.5024

0.2580

0.3828

0.5329

0.2543

0.3255

2a

0.5492

0.1953

0.4102

0.5571

0.2157

0.2945

2b

0.5675

0.2744

0.3791

0.5418

0.2622

0.3051

3a

0.5019

0.2369

0.3757

0.5967

0.2457

0.3389

3b

0.5179

0.2799

0.4024

0.5753

0.2874

0.3333

4a

0.5163

0.2383

0.3970

0.5136

0.2027

0.2784

4b

0.5146

0.2911

0.3686

0.5377

0.2710

0.2906

Peak Amplitude Ratio
Plate 1
Good
(Path 1)

Plate 2

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

Good
(path 1)

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

1a

1.0000

0.4499

0.7697

1.0000

0.4263

0.5944

1b

1.0000

0.5135

0.7619

1.0000

0.4772

0.6108

2a

1.0000

0.3556

0.7469

1.0000

0.3872

0.5286

2b

1.0000

0.4835

0.6680

1.0000

0.4839

0.5631

3a

1.0000

0.4720

0.7486

1.0000

0.4118

0.5680

3b

1.0000

0.5405

0.7770

1.0000

0.4996

0.5793

4a

1.0000

0.4616

0.7689

1.0000

0.3947

0.5421

4b

1.0000

0.5657

0.7163

1.0000

0.5040

0.5405

AVG

1.0000

0.4803

0.7447

1.0000

0.4481

0.5658

STDEV

0.0000

0.0643

0.0364

0.0000

0.0482

0.0283

From Table 4- 2, it can be seen that the bond with a defect always has much lower
amplitude compared with good bond. For plate 1, the average amplitude ratios for the
side defect and through defect are 0.48 and 0.74 respectively with standard deviations of
0.064 and 0.036. Compared with the amplitude ratio for the good bond which is one, the
amplitude ratios for defects are significantly lower. Similarly, for plate 2, the amplitude
ratios for the side defect and through defect are 0.45 and 0.57 respectively with standard
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deviations of 0.048 and 0.028. The amplitude ratio for the good bond signal can be easily
identified from those of defected bonds. Note that the amplitude ratios for through defects
in these two plates are not close to each other. One possible reason is that the bonding
states of these two bonds are not exactly the same due to the process of manufacturing
artificial defects using Teflon. Such a difference was not identified by frequency shift
results for mode 6 however.
4.4.3 Mode 3 at 0.4 MHz
Incident mode 3 at 0.4 MHz is excited in the skin. This mode is expected to have
poor sensitivity to the defects since the effectiveness coefficient is low, as shown in
Figure 4- 29.

5

6

Figure 4- 29: Effectiveness coefficients for mode 3 incidence (A-B)
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The matching coefficient plot shown in Figure 4- 30 indicates that modes 5 and 6
are likely to be excited equally at 0.4 MHz since the transmission coefficients are almost
equal, 0.4920 and 0.4778 for mode 5 and 6 respectively. The skew angle for mode 3 at
0.4 MHz is with 0.97º which is very small. The displacement wave structure shown in
Figure 4- 31 and Figure 4- 32 indicates that mode 6, which corresponds to large in-plane
displacement at the interface actually has relatively large in-plane displacement
everywhere. This does not guarantee that the energy is concentrated at the interface. As
the displacement along the thickness direction is pretty uniform, the displacement
gradient is low which implies that the shear stress is low. Thus, mode 6 is not expected to
be sensitive to the bond condition. Mode 5 has low in-plane displacement at the interface,
which indicates low sensitivity. Furthermore, this is an special case that the phase
matching condition discussed in section 2.5.4.3 is not met. In all, this incidence does not
excite modes in waveguide B that are sensitive to the bond condition.
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Figure 4- 30: Matching coefficients for mode 3 incidence (A-B)

Figure 4- 31: Displacement wave structures for mode 3 in A and mode 6 in B
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Figure 4- 32: Displacement wave structures for mode 3 in A and mode 5 in B

Figure 4- 33: Time series signal for mode 3 at 400 kHz incidence on plate 1; good bond,
1/3 side defect, through defect
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Figure 4- 34: Hilbert transform for mode 3 at 400 kHz incidence on plate 1

Figure 4- 35: Fourier transform for mode 3 at 400 kHz incidence on plate 1
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Figure 4- 36: Time series signal for mode 3 at 400 kHz incidence on plate 2

Figure 4- 37: Hilbert transform for mode 3 at 400 kHz incidence on plate 2
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Figure 4- 38: Fourier transform for mode 3 at 400 kHz incidence on plate 2
Experimental results are shown from Figure 4- 33 to Figure 4- 38. It can be seen that
the amplitudes for good bond and bond with defects are not very different from each
other, nor are the peak frequencies. The wave does not see the existence of adhesive
defects. A detailed result summary is shown in Table 4- 3 and Table 4- 4. Amplitude ratio
is applied again for the similar reason stated in the previous experiment. The standard
deviation is larger than the difference between different peak amplitude ratios which
means the signal shows poor sensitivity to the bond condition change. Regarding the
frequency content, it is also found that the differences between peak frequencies for bond
conditions are much smaller than the standard deviation. So, as anticipated, it is not good
to utilize this mode incidence to do the bond inspection.
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Table 4- 3: Amplitude and amplitude ratio comparison for mode 3 at 400 kHz
Peak Amplitude
Plate 1
Good
(Path 1)

Plate 2

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

Good
(path 1)

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

1a

0.9251

1.0962

0.8785

1.0540

1.0159

1.0752

1b

0.9789

1.0647

1.0431

0.9098

0.9787

0.9225

2a

0.9101

1.1508

0.9996

0.9035

1.1324

1.1007

2b

0.9127

0.8766

1.0795

0.9846

0.9088

1.0044

Peak Amplitude Ratio
Plate 1
Good
(Path 1)

Plate 2

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

Good
(path 1)

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

1a

1.0000

1.1850

0.9496

1.0000

0.9639

1.0201

1b

1.0000

1.0876

1.0656

1.0000

1.0757

1.0140

2a

1.0000

1.2645

1.0983

1.0000

1.2533

1.2183

2b

1.0000

0.9604

1.1828

1.0000

0.9230

1.0201

AVG

1.0000

1.1244

1.0741

1.0000

1.0540

1.0681

STDEV

0.0000

0.1310

0.0965

0.0000

0.1478

0.1001

Table 4- 4: Frequency comparison for mode 3 at 400 kHz
Frequency
Plate 1
Good
(Path 1)

Plate 2

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

Good
(path 1)

Side
Defect

Through
Defect

(path 2)

(path 3)

1a

0.3900

0.3900

0.4033

0.3900

0.4033

0.4033

1b

0.3933

0.3900

0.3900

0.4000

0.3933

0.4100

2a

0.4033

0.4000

0.4033

0.3967

0.3967

0.3900

2b

0.3967

0.3967

0.3967

0.4000

0.3967

0.3967

AVG

0.3958

0.3942

0.3983

0.3967

0.3975

0.4000

STDEV

0.005685

0.005006

0.006363

0.004714

0.004186

0.008598
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4.5 Summary
Both modes of interest, incident mode 6 at 0.75 MHz and mode 7 at 0.95 MHz in
waveguide A, show good sensitivity to the adhesive defects between the skin and the
adhesive layer, in terms of different features, frequency content and amplitude ratio.
Mode 3 in waveguide A shows poor sensitivity to adhesive defects as expected. The
guidelines employed in chapter 2 help select a sensitive mode and frequency combination
for successful bond inspection.
However, there are still some challenges to be solved in the future. Currently, the
mode selected can tell the good bond from bad one, but does not show strength in
characterization of different damage conditions. The feature selected to monitor the bond
condition is still solely dependent on the frequency and amplitude. The reason why these
features proved to be sensitive to the adhesive defects is not clear at this point. But doing
3D simulation of the defect could be a promising method to explain the mechanism of
such sensitivities. To characterize defects and determine the feature to be used for
monitoring, further study on mode conversion with two transitions, skin-bond-skin or AB-A configuration, need to be completed.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Work

5.1 Summary of the work
In this thesis, the inspection of adhesive bonds for composite materials with
ultrasonic guided waves was studied theoretically and experimentally.
Composite materials are used in safety critical structures because of their
outstanding mechanical properties and good resistance to corrosive environments.
Adhesive bonding is one very good method for joining composite components. The
integrity of the adhesive layer is a critical part of the overall performance of the structure.
Both adhesive defects and cohesive defects can lead to adhesive bond failure.
Ultrasonic waves have a long history in nondestructive testing. Conventional
ultrasonic inspection methods include normal incidence, oblique incidence and C-scan.
All of these methods require direct access to the bonded region. This requirement is often
not possible in real structures. Ultrasonic guided waves enable inspection of adhesive
joints without direct access to the bonded region. The challenges of nondestructive
inspection or structural health monitoring of composite-composite adhesive bonds using
ultrasonic guided waves is studied and discussed.
Two challenges for the inspection of adhesive bonds using ultrasonic guided waves
are (1) selection of guided wave modes that are sensitive to the specific types of defects,
and (2) excitation of these modes in the bonded region. To select guided wave modes
sensitive to adhesive defects, wave structure based analysis is applied. In-plane
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displacement at the interface has been selected as the feature to evaluate the sensitivity of
different guided wave mode to the adhesive defect. For mode excitability, wave structure
matching and normal mode expansion methods have been employed to predict the mode
conversions at the waveguide transitions. Both skin-stringer and stringer-skin transition
configurations have been considered. Modes that retain a large amount of energy beyond
the transition are considered for inspection.
Besides these two conditions, some other restrictions have been considered and
discussed as a result of using composite material. Attenuation and skew angle are two
main concerns. Carbon fiber reinforced polymer composites have been used as the
sample for experiments. The polymer matrix in composites is a high damping media.
Attenuation in high frequency wave modes is significant. For practical reasons, the mode
selection is constrained below 1 MHz in this work. The skew of the propagation direction
of a wave mode could be observed when the media is anisotropic. Energy velocity
direction may have an angle from the wave number direction and this angle is the skew
angle. Large skew angle may cause difficulties in receiving the signal. Skew angle has
been calculated for modes in waveguide skin and bonded region. The selection of wave
modes should have relative low skew angle, lower than 10 degree in this work.
After applying the restrictions mentioned above, some wave modes have been
selected as the candidates for inspection. Finite element simulation has been carried out
to verify that the incident mode in skin region could excite modes in bonded region such
that the resultant displacement field has large in-plane displacement at the interface.
Experimentally, two skin-stringer samples have been inspected. The disbond at the
interface is simulated by inserting Teflon film between skin and epoxy during the
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manufacturing. Two effective modes have been selected to inspect the conditions of
adhesive bonds with different defect sizes. Additionally, a mode with poor sensitivity has
been tested as well. The results have been shown in chapter 4. Effective modes show
sensibility to the changes at adhesive-skin interface. The frequency shift and amplitude
ratio change have been found to be possible features for monitoring of the bond. For the
frequency shift, the frequency peak shifts away from the excitation frequency when the
defect exists. For the amplitude ratio change, the good bonds usually correspond to large
amplitude and the defected bonds usually correspond to lower amplitude. The mode
investigated with poor sensitivity does not show change in either frequency content or
amplitude ratio.
The conclusions could be summarized as the list below,
(1). The work in this thesis extends the work of inspection of adhesively bonded
joints of isotropic material to the anisotropic material. Similar analysis methods are
employed to select effective modes for composite adhesive bond inspection. Specifically,
quasi-isotropic CFRP laminates with adhesive defects are investigated.
(2). Two methods to study the mode conversion at the geometric waveguide
transition have been applied and compared. The performance of the method based on
wave structure matching is evaluated by comparing its results with those from normal
mode expansion method. Phase velocity matching has proved to be a important
supplement to the wave structure matching method.
(3). Experiments are conducted to test the effectiveness of the modes selected based
on theoretical analysis. A mode with poor sensitivity to the defect, mode 3 at 400 kHz, is
tested as a counter example. Features such as frequency content and amplitude ratio have
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been found to be promising defect indicators. The effective modes selected are mode 6 at
750 kHz and mode 7 at 950 kHz. They successfully distinguish between a good bond and
defected bonds in terms of frequency content and amplitude ratio. The mode with poor
sensitivity does not show obvious changes in frequency content or amplitude ratio.
(4). A finite element model is created to verify the mode conversion after the first
transition. A displacement field with a large in-plane component at the interface is
excited by wave structure replicating boundary conditions.

5.2 Future work
Future work suggestions can be summarized in three categories, accurate defects
characterizations, sensor design and feature extraction/pattern recognition.

5.2.1 Accurate defects characterization
In the experiments, frequency peak shifts and amplitude ratio changes are observed,
but their mechanisms are not clear. A 3D model of the adhesive defect could help
understand the interaction of incident wave with the defect and explain why these
features are sensitive to defects. In the experiment, the defects are artificial and simulated
by inserting the Teflon film between skin and adhesive layer. The actual behavior of the
adhesive defect may vary from the artificial one. This indicates that the feature chosen as
the sensitivity coefficient may be different for real problem. The mechanical test on the
adhesively bonding joint may give a rational description of the property of defected
adhesive bond.
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5.2.2 Sensor design
To excite specific points on dispersion curves effectively is always of significant
practical concern with guided waves. When the theoretically driven mode selection has
been accomplished, sensor design should be performed to optimize the excitation of the
modes of interest. In this work, the angle beam transducer has been utilized because of its
capability of excite a large region in dispersion curves. When it comes to the real
application in nondestructive evaluation or structural health monitoring, the requirements
like permanently mounted, low weight and easy to set up will probably prevent the use of
angle beam transducers. One promising choice for nondestructive evaluation could be a
comb transducer with phased delay excitation. The comb transducer could be easily
mounted on the surface of the structure and is able to excite quite a number of points on
the dispersion curves with the delayed signal excitation at each element of the comb. For
permanently mounted requirement, which is usually preferred by on-line monitoring
application, PZT or annular array transducer would be good candidates.

5.2.3 Feature extraction and pattern recognition
So far, the interpolation of the signal is using the Hilbert transform and Fourier
transform as analysis methods. Only peak amplitude ratio and frequency content have
been examined. Data mining could reveal more information hidden in the signal and
provides better accuracy in detection and characterize defects.
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